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ABSTRACT

Shifting perspectives in visual art from a

method point o f view

are the systems of

space rendering, which differ considerably in many cultures and traditions. Shifting
perspectives from a

metaphor viewpoint

have philosophical, technological, social,

sexual, and emotional significance. Such perspectives broaden our perception o f
bodies in space. This study has developed from the examination o f diverse shifting
perspectives employed in historical and contemporary Western and Chinese art.
Through detailed analysis o f various art practices dealing with the representation of
human identities in relation to changing social and technological environment, the
focus o f this study is on a new way o f viewing the body in space. The contribution of
this study to the discussion o f shifting perspectives is found in the notion o f two kinds
o f shifting perspectives: first, the relation to the technique o f representing three
dimensional objects, and secondly, relationships o f depth on a two dimensional
surface. This research claims that apart from the notion o f linear perspective, there
more importantly also exist perspectives o f receding and ascending third-dimensions
which are the compressed third-dimensions leading to the “converted threedimension” or “two-dimension
perspectives, whether be

with three-dimensional

attribute”. All

these

methods or metaphors, have been used to combine different

visual languages to produce an ambiguous and diverse system o f space presentation
for the body, “the shadow perspective o f sculptural painting”. This visual synthesis of
cultural differences created by a system o f shifting perspectives is embodied in the
paintings that accompany this thesis.
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The logical thinking o f my work originated eight years ago, when 1 came to Australia for the
hope o f advancing my artistic endeavour. 1 went though an extremely uncertain period in a
constantly shifting and diversified environment. While moving from different platforms and
viewpoints, I started my journey o f searching for a visual solution regarding the perspectives
o f this new world. This thesis owes much to the outcomes of my two early projects: Human
Conflicts and Descendants for my Master’s study at the College o f Fine Arts, University of
NSW. The issues generated by these two projects demanded further scrutiny, and I hence
embarked on the present Doctoral work.
In this I have been aided by the many people, most particularly my supervisor Dr. Diana
Wood Conroy who kindly provided critical direction, invaluable information on my research,
and patiently read through many drafts and offered extraordinarily important comments. My
thanks also to Professor Bert Flugelman for his extremely kind assistance, constant advice on
my artwork and unfailing encouragement; to Michael Young for photographic documentation
o f my work.
I am also grateful to the staffs o f the Faculty o f Creative Arts and the Dean and Professor
Sharon Bell, grateful to the University o f Wollongong Postgraduate Award, which gave me
the opportunity to pursue my study at the Faculty.
I am especially grateful to my first supervisor Dr. Peter Shepherd who accepted me as his
doctoral student affectionately and helped my to lay down the solid foundation o f my study.
My thanks here are only a token o f what I owe to his support o f my work.
My thanks are also to my parents who have supported my study continuously in many years,
to my wife who has sacrificed greatly in supporting my work. Without their help, my study
would not have been possible.
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Holding a ju g o f wine among the flowers,
And drinking along, not a soul keeping me company,
I raise my cup and invite the moon to drink with me,
And together with my shadow we are three.
But the moon does not know the jo y o f drinking,
And my shadow only follows me about.
Nevertheless l shall have them as my companions,
For one should enjoy life at such a time.
The moon loiters as I sing my songs,
My shadow looks confused as I dance.
1 drink with them when I am awake.
And part with them when I am drunk.
Henceforward may we always be feasting,
And may we meet in the Cloudy River o f Heaven.
Li Bai Drinking Alone Under Moonlight (172-3).1
The three spirited figures described in this lyric by the celebrated Chinese poet Li Bai were the
moon, the poet himself and his cast shadow. The moon was the origin o f light that fell onto the
poet’s body and cast a long shadow on the ground. The ground o f the place where they had
this joyful party, however, was the fourth friend the author had not acknowledged in his poem.
The relationship o f the four is not only requisite but also delicate— any change between them
would give a different result. It seemed that no one else was there that night, but the poet
imagined someone was just watching him nearby who was constantly changing his or her
position to gain different viewpoints. These are the four main concepts that are being pursued
in this thesis: shifting perspective, body and its cast shadow in space.
The unusual thing in Li’s poem is the raising status o f the cast shadows, as if it were an equal
human being. This put Li’s poetic picture in vivid contrast to traditional Chinese paintings that
seemed to ignore light, shades and cast shadows. Li’s treatment o f the cast shadow contained a
1 A note on Romanisation. the system used in this document is the Chinese official Pinyin for most o f the
names and places.

western flavour, which exerted an influence on my undertaking to emphasise the role o f cast
shadows in my painting.

My investigation is a cross-cultural survey dealing with different intellectual and creative
activities concerning the body and its spatial representation in artwork. I strive to explore the
ways in which artists in both west and east shared an interest in delineating body in space by
using a painting method named shifting perspective. It has a diverse significance with two
main areas o f emphasis. One is the method viewpoint—shifting visual perspective that
examines how the system of space representation in artworks differs due to the artist’s
divergent cultural conditions. The other is the metaphor viewpoint— shifting social perspective
which investigates the body’s various philosophical, political, social, technological, sexual and
emotional perspectives. These two interweaving approaches to shifting perspective are the
central structure o f my study.
To define shifting perspective more closely, we need to look at these two terms separately:
shifting and perspective. The first term shift is to “exchange” one thing for another o f the same
class, or to “move” or “transfer” from one place or position to another, to “alter” position or
place.
However, there are various meanings o f the second term perspective which came from a Latin
word “perspectiva”, meaning “looking through”. Albrecht Durer’s definition o f perspective
was from the Latin perspectiva naturalis:
Note: five things pertain to this “looking through”:
The first is the eye, that sees.
Next is the thing that is seen.
Third is the space between them.
Fourth [is that] everything is seen by straight lines, which are the shortest lines.
Fifth is the parts o f the thing that is seen (Elkins “Renaissance Perspectives” 2 13).2
Today the word perspective first refers to the technique o f representing three-dimensional
objects and space relationships on a two-dimensional surface in an artwork. Second, it refers
to a wider concept o f view or vista, even a mental view or outlook. Third, perspective refers to
the relationship o f aspects o f a subject to each other and to a whole: a perspective o f history. It
2

Note that Durer did not mention the intersection (window) as a crucial element o f linear perspective
but only implied it in the first sentence. This was because the Renaissance artist did not use linear
perspective for mainstream picture making. For details see chapter 2 about Renaissance perspective.

refers to the subjective evaluation o f relative significance; a point o f view: the gender
perspective.
James Elkins in his book The Poetics o f Perspective points out that because the term
perspective has a much broader and uncertain meaning, “the conceptual field o f perspective is
a chronic fragmentation (xiv)”:
Perspective has no canonical site, no single definition or description that can provide
an adequate or standard account o f what it is. Writing on perspective is currently done
in a variety of more-or-less distinct fields, including experimental and cognitive
psychology, linguistics, literary criticism, analytic and existential philosophy,
phenomenology, semiotics, psychoanalysis, metaphorology, and various strains o f art
history, mathematics, engineering, and pedagogy (xii).
Elkins proffers that perspective forms a very complex system in relation to other projections
and to branches o f mathematics. Linear perspective is only a small part o f it (see Table 1).
Instead of a single perspective, Elkins prefers to speak o f multiple perspectives—meaning
“prospects” or “views in different directions” (“Renaissance Perspectives” 214). We thus have
two basic approaches to perspective: method and metaphor. If perspective is used as a space
rendering method in panting, it sometimes refers to a rational modem concept—linear
perspective. It also refers to different methods o f space rendering in the cultures other than
Renaissance.3 It is mathematical and geometrical. On the other hand, if perspective is used as a
metaphor, it refers to “vision”, “culture”, “state o f mind”, “epochs o f art” and “social point of
view”. It is philosophical, artistic, semiotic, metaphoric and poetic. Hence, the definition of
shifting perspective can be said as: a, the changing o f space rendering system in artworks
(method point o f view); b, the changing o f viewpoint, whether it is social, political,
technological or artistic (metaphor point o f view).

Perspective in this study, therefore, sometimes is used as a geometrical method, as in chapter
1-3, meaning visual perspective. In other times, it is used as a metaphor, as in chapter

3 The term “perspective” is largely a western expression that in this document is not only referring to
linear perspective. In other art (Chinese art and Egyptian art) there are also perspectives, if we define
perspective as the system o f space representation. There are similarities (in aerial perspective) and
differences (linear perspective verses shifting perspective). Aerial perspective applies to the effect o f the
atmosphere on the appearance o f objects, such as the change in colour o f distant mountains. Although it
played an important part in both western and Chinese art, the aerial perspective is o f less concern in my
work. I therefore devote my research more to the linear perspective.

Table 1
Perspective in relation to other projections and to branches o f mathematics (Elkins, The Poetics o f Perspective 4-5).

Euclidean

axial
symmetries ___ point

non-Euclidean

Mathematics

analysis

differential

number theory

analytic

geometry ------ projective
set theory

descriptive

algebra

topology

homothetic
transformations
orthographic-----affine
transformations

parallel
projections
projective
collineations:
homologies

graph theory

nonaffine
transformations

oblique

two and three view
oblique view
multiplanar — rotations
sectional views
developments
uniplanar___
cavalier
cabinet

2. methods using only the principal point
3. methods using distance points

stereoscopic
perspective
relief
(accelerated)
perspective

azimuthal
stereographic
Hauck's

curvilinear
perspectives

1. methods using only visual rays

linear perspective

projective
collineations:
elations
projective
collineations:
correlations

plans
parallel (orthographic) — sections
elevations
angular (oblique)
isometric
axonometric
dimetric
trimetric

hyperbolic
cylindrical
Deininger's

projected
vertical
horizontal

developed
(panoramic
perspective)

4. methods using marginal or lateral vanishing
points
5. methods using accidental vanishing points
6. methods using vanishing lines
7. free three-point perspective
8. fractional points, scales, and measuring
points
9. proportional methods
10. analytic methods
11. mechanical methods

4— Bodies and Their Shifting Social Perspectives, meaning philosophical, technological,
social, sexual and emotional perspectives. Both approaches are complementary in many
aspects, and interwoven in my study o f the shifting perspectives. For instance, shifting visual
perspective between screen (frame) images is the fundamental mechanism for shifting social
perspective, while the shifted social perspective directs artists to shift their visual perspective.
There is no clear-cut separation between these two approaches.4
Artists in different cultures have used different kinds o f perspective to create an illusion of
three-dimensional space on a two-dimensional picture surface. My study is concentrated on
shifting perspective as a method and metaphor for space representation o f the body utilised by
eastern and western artists.
In Chapter 1— The Western Vision, I first summarise the historical shifting perspectives in
western art from Egyptian to Renaissance. Than 1 point out that linear perspective was a
method used against shifting perspective. Modernist artforms returned to shifting perspectives
and Postmodernism further advances shifting perspectives in art and other cultures.
In Chapter 2— The Chinese Dispersing Panorama, I investigate the Chinese understanding o f
shifting perspective as a principal method o f representing the body in space. As visual devices,
the Double Screen depicts shifting perspectives in Chinese figurative painting, and Seven
Viewing Methods outlines shifting perspectives o f Chinese landscape painting. The Sculptural
Shifting Perspective that existed in Chinese carving is also analysed as well as the changing
perspective o f Chinese art in the twentieth century.
In Chapter 3— My Dancing Shadows, I offer a detailed analysis o f shifting perspectives in my
paintings. The Ten Diagrams leads to A Visual Solution— Shadow Perspective that presents a
system o f space representation by mixing all cultural differences discussed previously.
In Chapter 4— Bodies and Their Shifting Social Perspectives, I argue shifting perspectives
from the metaphor viewpoint. From Biological To Cultural observes the body’s shifting
philosophical perspective, and Human Versus Machine reflects on the body’s shifting
technological perspective. Then Social Inscription envisages the shifting social perspective o f

4 See Diagram 11: The System o f Shifting Perspective and the Body in Chapter 4— Bodies and Their
Shifting Social Perspectives. This diagram demonstrates the system o f the relationships o f all the critical
concepts investigated in this thesis— perspective methods in Chapter 1-3 and the philosophical,
technological, social, sexual and emotional metaphors in Chapter 4.

the body. The Gender Inquest watches the shifting gender perspective of the body while Pure
Screen and the Body without Organs focuses on the body’s shifting emotional perspective.5
Finally, the Conclusion sums up the main points of the postmodern Shifting Perspectives and
the Body.

My contribution to the discussions of shifting perspecti ves is found on the notion of two kinds
o f shifting perspectives in relation to the technique o f representing three-dimensional objects
and depth relationships on a two-dimensional surface. That is: first, “two-dimensional shifting
perspective” which can be seen in landscape paintings and some figure paintings; second,
“three-dimensional shifting perspective” (or “ascending and receding perspective”) which can
be seen in Chinese lacquer work or other forms of carvings.6 The ascending third dimension is
slightly above the painting’s surface, and the receding third dimension is slightly beyond that
surface. These two are the compressed third dimensions that have barely being discussed by
others in this field. It leads to my claim o f the “converted three-dimension” or “two-dimension
with three-dimensional attribute”. 1 also analyse the ways in which merge different perspective
systems to produce my ambiguous and diverse system of space presentation.7 All these form
my original contribution to the knowledge o f perspective in artwork.

5 The notion o f the Body without Organs is explained in the section Pure Screen and The Body without
Organs in Chapter 4— Bodies and Their Shifting Social Perspectives.
6 This ambiguous third dimension can be seen in Chinese lacquer work or other carvings. For detailed
accounts see Chapter 3, Diagram 6.
7 See Diagram 11: The System o f Shifting Perspective and the Body in Chapter 4— Bodies and Their
Shifting Social Perspectives.
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In this chapter I canvass shifting perspectives as diversified visual vocabularies in formulating
the body image in western art. Throughout history, artists have produced endless masterworks
without linear perspective, using many different systems o f composition to achieve a sense of
space. Historically shifting perspectives were used by Egyptian Art and Renaissance. Then the
modem one point linear perspective was in essence against shifting perspective. However
shifting perspectives returned to modernist painting, and are prospering in the postmodern era.

Shifting Perspectives from Egyptian Art to Renaissance
Egyptian Painting embodied an idealised shifting perspective, which used the scale of the
body to indicate the importance that determined its perspective and space occupation. For
instance, the king (the pharaoh), who was considered a god on earth dominating the state and
religion, is shown taller than his consort, children, or courtiers. The basic intention o f Egyptian
art, therefore, was not to create an image o f things as they look to the eye (as linear perspective
does), but rather to represent the essence o f a person or object for eternity. Therefore, there
was no perspective concern with the receding space, and the scale o f the figure did not indicate
space distance. A body in the background could appear larger than that in the foreground if it
was more socially important.
In Egyptian painting, as in Egyptian sculpture, the images o f the bodies, being conceptual
rather than realistic, presented their most characteristic anatomical features. Thus, two stylistic
constants prevailed: a combination of frontal and profile views of the same figure (Gombrich
Art and Illusion 3-4). An Egyptian relief (illus. 1) served two important purposes: on the walls
o f temples, it glorified the king; in the tombs, it provided the spirit with the things it would
need through eternity. The method o f representing the human figure in two dimensions, either
carved in relief or painted, was again dictated by the desire to preserve the essence o f what
was shown. Consequently, the typical depiction combined the head and lower body as seen
from the side, with the eye and upper torso as seen from the front. The most understandable
view o f each part was used to create a complete image. This rule, or canon, was applied to the
king and members o f the nobility, but the representation o f servants and field workers was not

* Stele of Amenemint. Nineteenth Dynasty (?) Egyptian limestone carving.

so rigidly enforced. Clearly some complicated actions had to be conveyed with the use of
other views o f parts o f the body, but the face was rarely shown from the front.
Life activities were arranged on the Egyptian wall painting in bands or registers that could be
read as continuing narratives, not as happenings in actual time but as timeless occupations.
This method o f combining different perspectives to form an idealised image set a precedent
for the “shifting perspective” in Chinese landscape painting.8

Shifting perspectives were also evident in Renaissance painting.9 To study the western
traditional perspective, scholars often refer to the work o f Erwin Panofsky, one o f the most
prominent humanist art historians o f the twentieth century. His writings in this area are of
fundamental importance (Femie 181). However, my study focuses on shifting perspective
rather than the entire area o f the perspective in European art. I find the writing o f James Elkins
is of greater relevance to my project.
James Elkins in his book The Poetics o f Perspective believes that the Renaissance sense of
perspective was less unified than ours, and there could be various incommensurate
perspectives within a single picture (xiii). Elkins argues in another essay “Renaissance
Perspective” that perspectives in Renaissance artist’s view such as Vasari’s were “small parts
o f paintings, rather than entire paintings or ways o f making paintings”. To Vasari, good
painting could be “full o f perspectives” (215-216).
Nevertheless, this research o f Elkins is at odds with the common belief that Renaissance
perspective was linear perspective ,10 This common belief assumed that before the Renaissance
the ancient world knew little of the accurate portrayal o f depth in pictures. A crude threedimensional illusion was sometimes suggested in frescoed scenes by the device of placing one
figure in front o f another. The Romans arrived at a partial understanding o f the convergence of
parallel lines but never evolved a consistent idea o f vanishing points. Consequently around
1400, the Italian Renaissance artists developed an intuitive understanding o f perspective.
However, it remained for the Florentine architect Filippo Brunelleschi to codify the laws of
8 This method o f continuing narrative can also be seen in Chinese art, although they have slight
differences in depicting time. Notes that the continuing narrative is somewhat different to the shifting
perspective, it needs a separated study that is not possible here.
9 For details see Hubert Damisch’s book. The Origin o f Perspective. There are also many graphic images
in Alison Cole’s book, Perspective: A Visual Guide to the Theory and Techniques - from the
Renaissance to Pop Art.
10 This common belief can be seen in the “Perspective” section o f Microsoft Encarta CD-ROM.
Microsoft Corporation. 1994.

perspective through a series o f experiments between 1417 and 1420. The Florentine painters
Masaccio and Paolo Uccello were among the first to use Brunelleschi's rules to achieve
perspective illusion in painting. In 1435 the architect Leon Battista Alberti wrote a treatise on
painting as “Della Pittura” (On Painting). The work was an explication o f Brunelleschi's
method and became the basis o f all later use o f perspective.11
However, according to Elkins, it is important to remember that the so-called scientific
understanding o f perspective (linear perspective) was a relatively recent development in
western art history. It is incongruous to declare linear perspective was accurately formulated
during the Italian Renaissance in the fifteenth century, as Elkins explains:
Most Renaissance authors do not connect perspective windows, either real or
imagined, to the mainstream o f picture making. There is geometric evidence that the
[Renaissance] perspective methods themselves were designed for the depiction of
individual

objects rather than

the

establishing

o f the

“infinite,

isotropic,

homogeneous” Euclidean space that Panofsky mentions as the priori organising
principle for correct perspective. Pictorial evidence, too, points in this direction. The
fifteenth century Florentine paintings by Domenico Veneziano, Paolo Uccello,
Masaccio, Ghirlandaio, and others included perspective constructions that did not
order the entire spaces o f their paintings, but instead placed correctly drawn objects
within a less determined space (“Renaissance Perspectives” 209-10).
Elkin’s readings o f the paintings re-emphasise the expressive disunities that are caused in
paintings by Uccello, Piero della Francesca, Ghirlandaio, and in intarsia decorations in Urbino
and Gubbio, by the use o f multiple, geometrically incommensurate methods in one picture.
Renaissance historians, critics, and geometers generally did not speak o f pictorial space, or
even, o f a unified space within a picture, but o f the objects that went into the pictures
(“Renaissance Perspectives” 223-234).12
The Renaissance concept o f perspectives, in the plural, was in pictures rather than a single
perspective as a generator o f pictorial space. Drawings o f objects set against indeterminate or
empty backgrounds, appeared ready to be inserted in paintings wherever a painter might want.
Sometimes we can see the lack o f interest in the relation among the perspectives of individual
objects and the larger Active spaces for which they were intended. Perspective methods that

11 “Perspective.” Microsoft Encarta. CD-ROM. Microsoft Corporation. 1994.
12

In composing a picture, Chinese artists also relied on selected images instead o f a unified perspective

system. See Double Screen in Chapter 2— The Chinese Dispersing Panorama.

without horizon lines, such as Piero’s, Alberti’s, Filarete’s, and Gauricus’s, can also produce
drawings o f objects that seem isolated, ready to be copied and used in other compositions.
Where they might or might not fit with a pre-existing perspectival scheme (Elkins
“Renaissance Perspectives” 217).13
Among Renaissance writers was the idea that there were several generally compatible
perspectives, and that perspective was not simply “discovered’ all at once. Perspectives were
understood to have been adopted at different times and put into different uses. One
Renaissance painting could combine as many as three perspectives harmoniously—Leonardo
had used three kinds o f perspective and even more methods. Therefore, M ultiple perspectives
(Elkins’ term) or shifting perspectives (my term) were evident in the sixteenth century when
there existed not one but twenty-odd different perspective methods. The rules o f perspectives
were secret, personal and complex. Lencker’s manuscript Perspective (c. 1600) had endless
descriptions of proportional dividers, compasses, quadrants, astrolabes, geometric solids and
more exotic instruments “all under the rubric o f perspective” (Elkins “Renaissance
Perspectives” 222). Table 2 describes ten Renaissance perspectives proposed by Elkins as the
commonly used space rendering methods (The Poetics o f Perspective 87).
According to Elkins, Renaissance authors did not try to reduce their techniques to sets o f
axioms. “Laws, examples, and rules o f thumb commingled, and there was a welter of more-orless independent set o f applications.” Durer’s methods o f enlarging or reducing pictures or
objects in pictures were considered by him as parts o f perspectives. It is very interesting to
compare these Renaissance methods with the Chinese “perspectives” (Seven Viewing
Methods)-. TuiYuanKan (push away viewing) and LaJinKan (pull closer viewing). Much the
same could be seen in Chinese notion o f shifting perspective in contrast to Johann II von
Pfalz-Simmem’s flexible “constructive” perspective in making his drawings which contained
human features “not according to proportion” (“Renaissance Perspectives” 221).14

Northern European Renaissance painting also ignored linear perspective. An interest in ancient
art and the knowledge o f linear perspective did not develop in the North until the sixteenth
century. Even then, not all artists benefited from the discoveries that were made in Italy.
Painters who were more interested in the expressive value o f their subjects than linear
13

It is intriguing to compare “objects that went into the pictures” with the notion of constructive collage
(see A Modernist Return in Chapter 1— The Western Vision).
14 See The Aesthetics o f the Seven Viewing Methods in Chapter 2— The Chinese Dispersing Panorama.

Table 2
The ten classes o f Renaissance perspective
Perspective 87).

m ethods

(Elkins The Poetics o f

1

W orkshop constructions

(U nw ritten late medieval practice) Principal
point, diagonal, bifocal, and monofocal
constructions

2

D istance-point construction

Pelerin, Vignola

3

The costruzione legittimci

Alberti

4

R eform ed w orkshop methods

(Inaccurate mixtures o f classes 2 and 3)
Filarete, Gauricus, Ringhelbergius; also in
Serlio and Leonardo

5

Visual-ray method

Plans and elevations, w ith lines drawn to a
centre o f projection) Vignola, Piero, Cataneo,
Sirigatti, Cousin, B arbara, Commandino,
Benedetti, G uidobaldo del M onte

6

Circumscribed-rectangle
m ethod

(Rectangle w ith triangular foreshortened
version on top) Alberti, Piero, Cousin,
Barbara, Benedetti, Serlio, Guidobaldo del
M o n te

7

D irect m ethod

(A plan below a ground line, w ithout the use
o f a surrounding rectangle) Vignola, du
Cerceau, Ringhelbergius

8

V anishing-point method

(Based on the generalised law o f the
vanishing point) G uidobaldo del M onte

9

Inverse method

(Reconstructing plans from perspective)
Leonardo, G uidobaldo del M onte

10

M echanical methods

Alberti, Leonardo, D urer, Lauretti, Lanci,
Jamnitzer, Cigoli

perspective created many great masterpieces in the early 1500s. They focused on emotional
drama in their religious paintings, ignored perspective, anatomy, and correct proportions. An
example is the Garden o f Earthly Delights (1500, Prado, Madrid), a triptych by the
Netherlandish painter Hieronymus Bosch; it was a surreal conglomeration o f sensuously
suggestive human and animal shapes and strange plant forms. Nevertheless, their achievements
with oil glazes and tempera had never been surpassed.
After the Renaissance, the Baroque and Rococo Artists emphasised light and shadow rather
than perspective. Two French painters in particular assimilated the Caravaggesque style.
Georges de La Tour, primarily a painter o f religious subjects, was a master o f light and
shadow. He demonstrated his virtuosity by illuminating faces and hands with the translucent
light of a single candle. Louis Le Nain also used light and shadow dramatically in his
monumental paintings o f peasant life. Foremost among Dutch Baroque artists was Jan
Vermeer, whose paintings gave a sense o f ordered space and were, above all, masterpieces of
the effect o f light. Rococo art, which flourished in France and Germany in the early eighteenth
century, was in many respects a continuation o f the baroque, particularly in the use o f light,
shadow, and compositional movement.15

The Modem One Point Linear Perspective
It is impossible for me to envisage a picture as being other than a window, and why
my first concern is then to know what it looks out on.
Andre Breton. Surrealism and Painting (1928).
Breton’s assertion reflects the common western belief in the system o f space rendering in
artwork— linear perspective (illus. 2), which is the opposite o f shifting perspective. In the
following section, I will temporally move away from shifting perspective to discuss the linearperspective—the most common perspective o f the twentieth century. Today it is considered
that it originated from Renaissance art, but as we discussed previously, it was developed by
the artists and theorists after the time o f the Renaissance.

The emphasis on shadow becomes a source o f my inspiration for formulating Shadow Perspective,
which will be discussed in Chapter 3— My Dancing Shadows
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2. One vanishing point perspective.
In western art, linear perspective is said to be based on elementary laws o f optics; in particular
the law stating that objects in the background appear smaller than those in the foreground.16
The western artist considers a painting surface to be limited by its four edges. The basic
premise of the linear point perspective system is that the picture plane is a flat window
intersecting a cone that extends indefinitely into space from its apex at the viewer’s eye.
Sandro Botticelli’s painting Pallas and the Centaur (illus. 3) shows traditional ideas about the
illusion of three dimensionalities on a flat picture surface (Santi 49). This flat window
(painting surface) is two-dimensional (2D), and the image on top o f this surface is
representing the three-dimensional (3D) scenery beyond the window frame. Thus, the twodimensional imagery gives the viewer a third dimensional illusion. In my study, this third
dimensional illusion is called a receding 3D,17
This “single point” system (linear perspective) was believed to be invented by Filippo
Brunelleschi. It is mathematically constructed so that all receding parallel lines appear to
converge towards each other, and eventually meeting at a single point, the vanishing point.
Linear perspective applies to the way objects optically appear to grow smaller as they recede
in the distance. In perspective drawing, the flat surface o f the painted picture is known as the
picture plane. The horizon line is the horizontal "eye-level" line that divides the scene in the
distance; and the vanishing point is located on the horizon line where the parallel lines in the
scene appear to converge. Therefore in essence, linear perspective is against shifting
perspectives.
Panofsky notices that it has been difficult since the Renaissance to overcome the habit of
seeing things in linear perspective, which was no mere arbitrary imposition upon the public
16 A comprehensive explanation o f linear perspective can be see in Martin Kemp’s book The Science o f
Art:— Optical Themes in Western Art From Brunelleschi to Seurat.
171 will discuss Ascending 3D later in Sculptural Shifting Perspective and Chinese carving in Chapter
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The Chinese Dispersing Panorama.

J Botticelli. Pallas and the Centaur. Tempera on canvas, 205 x 148 cm.

eye. However, he undermines the legitimacy or naturalness o f linear perspective by pointing
out that it was employed by the painters as “a construction comprehensible only for a quite
specific, indeed specifically modem, sense o f space, or if you will, sense o f the world” (34).
In other words, one point perspective is not sufficient for a world o f diversity.

A Modernist Return
Nevertheless, the development o f the shifting perspective had not stopped at the dominance of
linear perspective in western art world, but produced rich varieties o f modernist art styles that
took place in the twentieth century parallel to the rapid scientific, technological, and social
changes.18

SHIFTING PERSPECTIVES OF CUBISM-COLLAGE, CONSTRUCTION,
ASSEMBLAGE AND READY-MADE
Cubism, which became the most influential o f all art styles in twentieth century, was primarily
concerned with abstract forms and object/background relationship rather than lifelike
representation. The 20th-Centurv Art Book defines cubism as:
This revolutionary method o f making a pictorial image was invented by Picasso and
Braque in the first decade o f the twentieth century. Although it may appear abstract
and geometrical, Cubist art does in fact depict real objects. The objects are 'flattened'
onto the canvas so that different sides of each shape can be shown simultaneously.
Instead o f creating the illusion o f an object in space, as artists had endeavoured to do
since the Renaissance, Cubist art defines objects in terms o f the two-dimensional
canvas. This innovation gave rise to an extraordinary reassessment o f the interaction
between form and space and changed the course o f Western art forever (506).
In cubism, the flat, two-dimensional surface o f the picture plane was emphasised; and
traditional linear perspective, foreshortening, modelling, and chiaroscuro (contrast of light and
dark) was rejected. Before Cubism, artists like Cezanne were working towards an idea o f new
pictorial space that abandoned single viewpoint perspective as the basis for painting
composition (Stalnaker 287-93). Synthetic cubism used an abstract and analytical approach to
a subject, in which the artists shifted their perspective away from one fixed point. Their views
o f an object from different angles, not simultaneously visible in life, were rearranged into a
18

The word modernism or modernist refers to the rich varieties o f art styles in the twentieth century
such as fauvism, expressionism, cubism, futurism, constructivism, surrealism, and minimalism.

unified composition. Forms were thus broken down, analysed, and radically fragmented to
show several sides simultaneously. There is no attempt to reproduce in detail the appearance
o f natural objects from only one fixed point o f view.

Experiments with collage (from a French word coller, “to paste”) were also introduced by
Cubism. Foreign and heterogeneous ready-made materials such as bits o f newspaper, wood,
and steel were pasted onto the picture in combination (synthesis) with painted surfaces. The
image’s shapes remained fragmented and flat, and the works were more decorative.
Nevertheless, there was a real third dimension (ascending 3D) on the painting’s surface caused
by pasted real objects.
By incorporating the real objects and printed images into the picture plane, the Cubism
picture was constructed rather than painted. The practice o f collage led to the invention of
ready-made, which defined by The 20th-Century Art Book as:
[Ready- made is] A term originally coined by Duchamp to describe a found object
selected by the artist and placed on its own in an art context. The most famous
example is the urinal which Duchamp exhibited in its original state, calling it
Fountain. His intention was to challenge the viewer's preconceptions about what
created 'value' in art. He implied that it was not the object itself which carried artistic
content, but the context in which the object was displayed (505).
Collage as an art practice had its roots in many art movements from Cubism to Minimalism.
The Dada artist Marcel Duchamp assembled ordinary objects, known as ready-mades,
invested them with significance by removing them from their normal environment or position
to a galleiy space. This overturned the traditional concept o f artwork (The 20lh-Centurv Art
Book 123). Many other artists have since used the collage o f ready-mades as their artworks.
Raoul Hausmann pushed technique o f collage further by creating photomontage to overcome
the limitation o f hand-painted images in visual expression. He arranged and glued photographs
or other found illustrations onto a flat surface (Collins 12).
The Surrealists extended this conception into the realm o f fantasy by assembling the found
objects or printed images into meaningful relationships to create a kind o f magical metaphor.

One o f the greatest Surrealist painters Max Ernst was a collagist (Krauss The Optical
I Inconscious 33-72).19
Pop artist Peter Blake introduced “painted collage” to realise his visual expression—playing
on the differences between reality and illusion. Collins describes Blake’s employment o f a
variety o f techniques to produce the mimetic effects o f collage in his work:
At first glance parts o f On the Balcony the magazine covers and postcards, for
example—appear to be collaged, a technique frequently employed by Blake. But
every detail is painted: ‘... when I’m expected to paint it, I collage it, and when you
might think I might collage it, I paint it—it’s a kind o f aesthetic game,’ Blake
commented. ‘A picture like On the Balcony was purely a photo-realist, magic-realist
picture where one was trying a trompe I ’oeil technique—it wasn’t about whether it
should be collaged or not—it was just painting a picture and those questions came up
afterwards (142)’.
Photorealism had a new variation on the theme o f painted collage and Ready-made: the
Photorealist artists “copied” photos exactly onto the canvases with little regard for the
contents.20
Minimalism also used the Ready-made techniques to transfer and manipulate the existing
images that could effectively provide innovative visual languages dealing with the new social
and cultural issues. Construction and Assemblage had their origin in collage, and many
Minimalist artists have produced both abstract and representational works by means of
assemblage and construction, frequently employing junk and found objects (The 20th-Centurv
Art Book 507).

After examining varies o f art practices concerning collage, here I propose that there are two
kinds o f collage: one is the 3D collage in which three-dimensional materials are attached. The
other is 2D collage (painted collage) in which different images are “painted out” in the
painting to give an impression o f a collage. There exists a characteristic difference between the
technique o f 3D collage and 2D collage. In 2D collage, the visual impression is built up by
composition o f colour and line, whereas 3D collage is built up by the attached three-
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Krauss devoted the second chapter o f her book The Optical Unconscious to analysis Max Ernst’s
collage, which used printed images in paintings.
See Abstract Painting and Photorealism Realist Painting in next section.

dimensional materials. Collage can also be an assemblage o f the above two types o f diverse
elements: contrasting 2D visual images and ready-made 3D materials.21

SHIFTING PERSPECTIVE OF OBJECTS AND BACKGROUND
One o f the most important aspects o f this phenomenon o f assemblage in modernist art was
that artists became increasingly preoccupied with style—how a subject should be painted.
Traditional linear perspective realism was no longer regarded as the only approach at this time,
but one of many alternative structures and visual languages. Modernist painting had a strong
tendency to dispense with the third dimension and to treat a painting as an object with a flat
surface. It developed toward flattened perspective, toward arbitrary or multiple perspective
systems, and toward non-objective representation, in which there was no attempt to reproduce
any illusion o f an object but rather to create one, the painting itself. They had no desire to look
through a window but rather to place an object on its surface, or on their wall. This had been
achieved by shifting away from linear perspective to the modernist objects and background
perspective.
The theoretical analysis of this new structure o f modernist painting can be seen in Rosalind
Krauss’ book The Optical Unconscious. In chapter 1, the author claims that the universe of
visual perception is generated from a fundamental pair o f oppositions: figure and ground. The
vision exists primarily in the detachment o f the figure from its ground, “If no figure-detachedfrom-ground, then no vision”:
Vision occurring precisely in the dimension o f difference, o f separation, of bounded
objects emerging as apart from, in contrast to, the ambiance or ground within which
they appear. (13-15).
However, the universe that Krauss is mapping is not just a binary opposition but a fourfold
field: figure versus ground, and not figure versus not ground. But also, there are figure versus
not figure and ground versus not ground (illus. 4):
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My painting however, is to paint two-dimensional images with three-dimensional impression. This will

be argued in Chapter 3— My Dancing Shadows.

◄
---------------------- ►

Not ground

Not figure

4. A fourfold visual field (Krauss The Optical Unconscious 14).
According to Krauss, many modernist icons o f this figure/ground distinction have been
generated: the grid, the monochrome, the all-over painting, the colour-field, and the collage. In
modernist art, the perspective of vision shifted from the perceptual visual field to the structural
visual field. The perceptual field is behind its objects (or a window frame) while the structural
visual field “has nothing o f this behind, this afterward, this successiveness”. The very notion
of ground and the figure are being modified. Ground can be captured by vision immediately
like figure, thus the status o f the ground is as equal as that o f the figure (The Optical
Unconscious 15).
This is the form o f the modernist logic proposed by Krauss which rejected the secondariness
o f the background to reverse its former status and give it the simultaneity which previously
only been seen in figure. This has opened a new field o f vision: the background now to
become exactly coincident with its foreground as the figure (The Optical Unconscious 16).
Vision thus is shifted from perception (figure versus ground) to structural vision (the not
figure versus the not ground).
This modernist notion o f figure/ground has seen its further development in postmodernism as
one o f the important features o f contemporary art. For example, in my painting
Descendants—Red Environment (illus. 36) there are several elements in it that can be
explained by the following illustration:

*---------------------- *.

Not ground-shadows

Not figure-flowers

5. A fourfold visual field o f my painting Descendants-Red Enviromnent (see illus.
36).
There are several contrasting aspects to the work, especially in the relationship between the
objects and background. When the background patterns—flowers become alive over the top of
objects—Descendants, the patterns themselves become objects and the objects underneath
them become background. Hence at that moment there is another background created beneath
the objects. A more complicated structural vision is thus achieved.

GRID, ABSTRACT PAINTING AND PHOTOREALISM PAINTING
The grid was a device used by Renaissance artists Leon Battista Alberti, Leonardo da Vinci
and Albrecht Durer to help their pursuit o f perspective (Cole 26-27). It was also used by
modernist abstract artists to emphasise the shift in their work from a linear perspective o f deep
space to modernist object/background perspective.
Abstract artists emphasised the expression o f pure synthetic forms by narrowing its range of
colours, sticking to primaries, using straight lines to create grids, and eliminating the illusion
of depth by respecting the flat, two-dimensional surface o f the canvas. Krauss in “Grids” The
Originality o f the Avant-Garde and Other Modernist Myths commented that the role o f the
grid in this process o f switching perspective is substantial (10). The grid helps the artist shift
away from traditional perspective to modernist perspective, that is, to focus on the painting’s
surface. The traditional perspective is a system o f transferring the reality o f the threedimensional world onto its representation by a two-dimensional surface. That representation is
a form of knowledge about what its signifies, the reality. However, everything about the grid
opposes that relationship:
Unlike perspective, the grid does not map the space of a room or a landscape or a
group o f figures onto the surface o f a painting. Indeed, if it maps anything, it maps the

surface o f the painting itself. It is a transfer in which nothing changes place. The
physical qualities o f the surface we could say, are mapped onto the aesthetic
dimensions o f the same surface. And those two planes—the physical and the
aesthetic— are demonstrated to be the same plane: coextensive, and, through the
abscissas and ordinates o f the grid, co-ordinate (Krauss “Grids” 10).
By mapping both the picture plane (the window) and painting’s surface, the grid transfers the
space inside (beyond) the frame onto itself.22 It declares the boundaries o f the world into the
interior o f the work. It is a habit o f copying, the content of which is the conventional nature of
art itself. The contrast between frame and grid enforces the sense o f fragmentation. By
concentrating on the surface o f the work as something complete and internally organised, the
artist makes the canvas itself the object o f vision (Krauss “Grids” The Originality o f the
Avant-Garde and Other Modernist Myths 19). An abstract painting or a Photorealist painting
is such an object.

The Photorealism that developed in 1960-1980s America combined aspects of realistic
photography and abstract painting. Although it had a strict linear perspective appearance, its
principle concern was the abstract quality o f the painting surface. Some o f the artists used the
grid while others used a slide projector to “copy” or transfer images onto canvas surface. The
new realists who received the most attention in the 1970s and 1980s were those who had
assimilated some o f the aesthetic concerns o f abstract art. It was a kind o f realist painting that
was meticulously rendered with the help o f the photograph, grid and projector, resulting in a
precisely detailed, impersonal verisimilitude. The realistic aspect o f a Photorealist painting
would certainly impress a viewer, but the artist’s intention was to paint an “abstract” painting
by concentrating on its surface.
The 20th-Centurv Art Book describes a leading Photorealist artist Chuck Close, who has
continued to paint colossal portraits. In his more recent work the image is made up o f minute
multicoloured dots, so that the viewer’s attention fluctuates between the surface pattern and
the overall picture, which can only be read from a distance. One o f Close’s large-scale
painting John is quite disturbing:
Though appearing straightforward at first, on closer scrutiny it confuses us with shifts
o f focus and scale. The blurring around the ears and shoulders makes the face loom
22

See Diagram 11, System o f Shifting Perspectives and the Body in Conclusion— The Postmodern
Shifting Perspectives and the Body.

towards us. With great technical virtuosity, Close has transcribed and enlarged a
photographic print and in the process the defects o f the camera's vision are exactly
replicated. In turn commonplace and uncanny, the image exists somewhere between
trompe Voeil- an illusionistic painting technique in which the subject seems tangible
and three-dimensional—and photographic reproduction, which although true to life, is
always limited by the depth o f the camera lens (94).
With the help o f the grid, the Photorealist artists “copied” photos exactly onto the canvases
with little regard for the contents. The idea was that a painting was a painting, that is, a flat
surface filled with paint. To fill this surface was more important than to “copy” the reality.
The perspective was thus shifted way from traditional realism.23
Photorealism emerged at the beginning o f the postmodern era. Adam Gopnick points out in
his review o f a Chuck Close show: “Though Photo-Realism never had much o f an art-world
following— it was too easy to get, and was got too quickly by the wrong people. ... [But] it
was in fact the first movement in American art that now seems vividly (rather than doggedly)
postmodern (76).”24

Changes in the Postmodern Era
The art movement that developed in reaction to modernist practice became known as
postmodernism. Postmodernism did not emerge as a cohesive movement relying, like
modernism, on narrow theoretical principles and approved style. It called for greater
individuality, complexity, and eccentricity in art and design, while also demanding
acknowledgement o f historical precedent and continuity. Primarily, the Postmodern style of
assemblage was achieved through the innovative reinterpretation o f traditional symbols, styles
and patterns.25
In this era of change, the concept o f shifting perspective is flourishing in postmodern art, and
is becoming increasingly fluid and complex. Here I will us the body as the object, and space as
its background to examine the complexity o f the postmodern shifting perspective.
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This Photorealist idea inspires me greatly in my painting. See my explanation for Diagram 9 in
Chapter 3— My Dancing Shadows.
Also see Linda Chase’s article “Photo-Realism: Post Modernist Illusionism.”
"Modem Art and Architecture," Microsoft Encarta. Microsoft Corporation. 1994.

THE CHANGING BODILY PERSPECTIVE
Postmodernism assumes that the space is perceived and organised by our bodily perspective,
and our bodies are not only passively occupying space but also actively constructing the space
around us.
French existentialist philosopher Merleau-Ponty in his phenomenological account of the body
and space observed that it is only through certain relations we have to our body that we
comprehend the notion o f the outside space (The Primacy o f Perception 5). From the
perspective o f the body, we do not encounter the space as a series o f relations between various
objectively located and equally valued points. We see space as a relation between these points
and our bodily perspective. “These relations are different ways for external stimuli to test, to
solicit, and to vary our grasp on the world” (Merleau-Ponty The Primacy o f Perception 5). In
other words, space is organised by our perspective. Space exists in the way in which our body
perceives it. Insofar as bodily perspective decides the relations between spatial points, the
body and its movement are the condition o f our access to and conception of space.
This could be best illustrated by an Australian painter William Robinson’s landscape Creation
series: Man and the Spheres (illus. 6). This work identifies his bodily relationship to the
landscape by abandoning the traditional linear perspective and embodying his extraordinary
multiple viewpoints to reach the sweeping organic forms o f the mountainous rainforest. His
landscapes are the expansive constructions o f a world floating in space rather than being only
ground planes and horizon. The experience conveyed in his painting is o f a boundless,
energetic, spiral flying movements of the body and its shifting perspectives to embrace all the
universal truths; darkness and light, water and fire, maintain and river, tree and sky, sun and
moon, the different seasonal phenomena, the human inner world and the overwhelming
galaxy (Considine-Cummings 121).
Thus by considering the body in movement, we can see how it inhabits space (and possibly
time). Because movement is not limited to submitting passively to space and time, it actively
assumes them (Merleau-Ponty The Phenomenology o f Perception 102). For example, my
painting Descendant Bodies #1 (Blue) (illus. 42) can be used as an illustration of this
postmodern relationship between the body and space. The structure o f this painting creates a
new opportunity for the body to perceive, to shift, and to travel from context to context and
space to space. This ability is uncontainable, and the relationship of the body to other bodies is
uncontrollable.

6. William Robinson. Creation Series: Man and the Spheres, (details). 1991. Oil on canvas,
182.5 x 730.5 cm.

To determine space through bodily activities (perspective movements), the body often uses
tools like computer to extend its ability to perceive objects (Grosz 91). The instruments used
are then absorbed by the body (become body parts) to locate space. This is the spatially
extended body image, the plasticity o f body image (Grosz 91). One cannot take up a
perspective on one’s own body; one has to see oneself through the mirror. Likewise, one can
use things like computers to overcome the distance, boundary, and time limit to see others in
the world. The computer screen is not only a mirror to reflect one’s own body, but also a
window, a vehicle for the body to explore a new cybernetic world.26 As an instrument of our
body, the computer keys are invisible sticks used for scratching out to distant space. The tool
is absorbed into the subject’s perceptual faculties or body parts (Grosz 91). The body is thus
able to jump, to shift among different spaces to achieve a more comprehensive understanding
o f a postmodern world.
This is the intent o f the computer screens portrayed in my large painting Shifting Perspectives
and the Body (illus. 47). There are double screens in this work (illus. 48), one is the traditional
Chinese screen, and in front o f it stands a computer screen. These two screens have their
differences and similarities.27 Both are devices to display images imported from another space,
but the computer screen also produces an additional bodily freedom in the space. As Judy
Annear claims, the computer screens become the mechanism for bodies to perceive and
construct the environment around them:
Here, the possibility o f changing the racial, sexual and physical boundaries of the
body, and definitions of what constitutes the individual [in the West] through the
computer screen, is causing what may be one o f the most radical shifts in human
existence (8 ).28

THE SHIFTING PERSPECTIVE AND EXTENDED BODY
The body is considered by postmodernism as an object with flexible boundaries which can
only be adequately viewed by shifting perspectives.

By contemplating Schilder’s

neurophysiological body image, Grosz envisages that the body is a most “peculiar
thing”(Grosz xi): an object containing a subject, an exclusive object that is not reducible to
other objects. Thus “it is both a thing and nothing”(Grosz xi) which has the ability to always

26 Computer screen will be explained further in Double Screen in C h a p ter s — The C h in ese D isp ersin g
'-Panoram a.

21 For detailed analysis o f the screen, see Double Screen in
28

For further explain, see page 86.
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outstretch the infrastructure that endeavours to enclose it. It has permeability and
uncontainability within any specific territory, and refuses to accept the boundaries between
individual and social, inside and outside (Grosz xi). We “do not have the body in the same
way that we have other objects.” “Being a body is something that we must come to
accommodate psychically, something that we must live” (Grosz xiii).
Schilder (in Grosz’s term) shows that the body image cannot be unquestionably signified with
the sensations delivered by a purely anatomical body (Grosz 79). The formation o f the body
image is not only anatomical but also psychological and social-historical. The body image
cannot be limited by nature or confined to the skin— the anatomical “container”. The body
image is exceedingly fluid and dynamic, powerfully and ceaselessly embracing and
interchanging all the objects existing inside and outside the body (Grosz 79). Body image is
capable o f accommodating and incorporating an extremely wide range of objects that come
into contact with the body surface, whether clothing, jewellery, computer or car (Grosz 80). In
this way, the “body image can shrink or expand; it can give parts to the outside world and can
take other parts into itself’ (Schilder 202). External objects, implements and instruments all
become parts o f body image. Even detachable objects (body wastes, blood, skin, hair, voice,
odour, etc.) are parts o f body image. Because they are objects that were once connected with
the body, and always retain something o f the quality o f the body image in them (Grosz 213).
They are libidinously distinguished parts o f body image; objects o f disgust, loathing,
repulsion, envy and desire (Grosz 81).
What constructs the body is no longer a fixed one point view but invariably shifted
perspectives. In my work Descendant Bodies #1-3 (illus. 42-44), all the objects which come
into contact with the body are part o f its image. The boundaries that once separated physical
and psychical, organic and mechanical, public and private are ultimately transgressed by the
artist’s imagination.

THE SHIFTING PERSPECTIVE AND ASSEMBLED BODY
The postmodern shifting perspective o f the body as an assemblage rejects the hierarchy o f the
traditional object and subject relationship. The body, in Grosz’s phrase, is not a definable
organic totality that contains the subject’s emotions, attitudes, beliefs or experiences. But “is
itself an assemblage o f organs, processes, pleasures, passions, activities, behaviours linked by
fine lines and unpredictable networks to other elements, segments, and assemblages” (120).

Grosz further utilises Deleuze and Guattari’s work to demonstrate the philosophical
perceptions o f the multiplicity o f the body image. We no longer regard subject and object in
binary terms, and no longer see rigid boundaries between material and psychical things, nor,
do we see them as genetically unified or solitary. We see that the subject and object “are series
o f flows, energies, movements, strata, segments, organs, intensities—fragments capable of
being linked or severed in potentially infinite ways other than those which congeal them into
identities” (167-168). The body is hence an assemblage, a collection o f bodily fragments and
other objects:
An assemblage has neither base nor superstructure, neither deep structure nor
superficial structure. It flattens all o f its dimensions onto a single place o f consistency
upon which reciprocal presuppositions and mutual insertions play themselves out
(Deleuze and Guattari 90).
Colin Gordon explains that Deleuze and Guattari’s notion o f multiplicity relates closely to the
concept o f assemblage and machine. The assemblage embodies a “flatness” that is “a situation
where condition and conditioned inhabit the same space, with no extra dimension for an
overview in depth” (35-36). This allows our perspectives to be shifted without limitation.
For example, the images in my work Descendant Bodies #1-2 (illus. 42-43) are assemblages,
as described by Grosz, that have provisional linkages o f elements, fragments, flows, disparate
status and substance (167). Spaces, things—human, animate, and inanimate—all have the
same ontological status. There is no hierarchy o f being, no predetermined order to the
collection and conjunction o f these various fragments, no central organisation or plan to which
they must conform. Their “law” is rather that o f endless experimentation, transformation, or
arrangement and rearrangement. These assemblages are composed o f lines, shadows, colours,
movements and intensities rather than o f things and their hierarchical orders (Grosz 167). This
postmodern worldview is thus inherently shifting and fragmented.
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This Chapter describes shifting perspectives as the law o f visual art which existed since
ancient times in China and developed along with other social achievements. The section called
Double Screen discusses shifting perspectives in Chinese figurative painting, while The
Aesthetics o f the Seven Viewing Methods investigates shifting perspectives o f Chinese
landscape painting. The section Sculptural Shifting Perspective and Chinese Carving relates
shifting perspective to other Chinese art forms. The last section o f this chapter Displacement
o f Contemporary Chinese Perspectives sums up changing perspectives o f Chinese art in the
twentieth century.
Historically, there was little Chinese literature dealing with the term “perspective”. This was
because Chinese painters did not see a highly rational geometric perspective system as a
necessity for their art. On the contrary, they saw that individual pictorial images and motifs
had a priority over a “scientific” perspective. In composing a picture, a traditional Chinese
artist could have relied on selected images instead o f a perspective system. In this sense, no
“native” Chinese perspective system existed in paintings (Wu 19).
However, Chinese artists like their colleagues around the world had to deal with the question
o f representing depth, even if the intention had been to avoid doing so. Therefore, it is
worthwhile trying to find out the Chinese attitude to perspective, and their approaches toward
space rendering in painting.29

29 Panofsky argues that, “Granted, this [issue o f perspective] looks more like a mathematical than an
artistic matter, for one might with justice point out that the relative imperfection, indeed even the total
absence, o f a perspectival construction has nothing to do with artistic value (just as, conversely, the
strict observance o f perspectival laws need in no wise encroach upon artistic "freedom"). But if
perspective is not a factor o f value, it is surely a factor o f style. Indeed, it may even be characterized as
(to extend Ernst Cassirer's felicitous term to the history o f art) one o f those "symbolic forms" in which
"spiritual meaning is attached to a concrete, material sign and intrinsically given to this sign." This is why
it is essential to ask o f artistic periods and regions not only whether they have perspective, but also
which perspective they have (40-41)”.

As early as in later Han (25-220 AD), Chinese painters were beginning to solve the problem of
continuous recession in depth. A way o f fixing it was simply to omit the landscape altogether.
This could be seen in early paintings (on the wall o f a tomb) in which there was no ground, no
setting, and yet which seemed to have a sense o f a space extending far beyond the picture area.
The viewer also seemed to be looking down from above, and from right to left. These subtle
and tangible spaces between the figures were the unique characters o f a Chinese painting.
In Southern Sung dynasty (1127-1279 AD), the emperor’s painting academy produced a style
o f landscape known as the Ma-Hsia school. The name was derived from its two greatest
artists, Ma Yuan and Hsia Kuei. In their paintings, mist was an important device to suggest
landmass and to give the picture a light, ethereal quality. Mists were used to suggest distance
and an interest in infinity. Ma Yuan was often called “one-comer Ma”, as he would restrict
much o f his painting to a single comer o f the work, leaving the rest blank. This technique
enhanced the sensation o f open space and suggested infinity. These were the qualities much
prized in the Ma-Hsia tradition.
The shifting perspective had a significant development later in two important categories o f
paintings o f Chinese art: figurative painting and landscape painting. Before deliberating on
landscape painting, 1 will first discuss the figurative painting.

Double Screen
To discuss shifting perspectives in the traditional Chinese figurative painting, one needs to
understand the design o f Double Screen as a visual device in relation to artists’ particular
viewing methods. Prior to remark on Double Screen, I will first study the function o f a screen
in a painting.

WHAT IS A SCREEN?
A screen is a framework employed to distinguish space. The physical form o f a traditional
Chinese painting could be a framed canvas, a piece o f plastered (free-standing paper) wall, a
hanging scroll or handscroll, an album, a fan, or a screen. All these different forms had one
thing in common: a flat surface surrounded by its frame. They were screens with different
forms and structures. A screen was a moveable device, especially a framed construction such
as a room divider or a decorative panel, designed to divide, to conceal or protect. The basic
function of the screen was to distinguish space, as in Chinese artist Du Jin’s painting Enjoying

7. Du Jin. Enjoying Antiques, fifteenth-sixteenth century, hanging scroll, ink and colours on
silk, 126.1 x 187 cm.

Antiques (illus. 7). Wu claims that a screen’s virtue lay in its multiple references: it could be
three things in one: an object, a painting medium and a pictorial representation (9).
First, as an object (an architectonic form), a screen had a face and a back. It was utilised in
constructing a real space: to occupy a three-dimensional space, and to divide space around it.
It acquired symbolic meanings when used to distinguish space, to transform space into
definable, manageable and obtainable space.
Second, as a painting medium, a screen was an ideal surface for painting. Its framing helped
the artist to articulate its contexts. A screen was often used in a handscroll figure painting. A
scroll was an object as well as a painting medium. Portable and private, a handscroll painting
was a series of consecutive sub-frames, not a monolith in a single frame when handled and
viewed properly (Wu 61). A handscroll painting was an exceptionally favourable painting
medium to use shifting perspectives, because a handscroll was a moving picture with shifting
moments and loci (centres or focus o f great activity or intense concentration). A handscroll
landscape painting The OingMing Festival on the River by Zhang ZhaiDuan (illus. 8-9) is an
excellent example o f Chinese shifting perspective.50 It is a long painting involving multiple
viewpoints that embodied inconsistent perspectives to orchestrate intricate yet fluent context.
The handscroll painting was thus described by Wu as a “sequential composition”, a “visual
journey”, or a “pictorial narrative”. All o f which were works o f both spatial and temporal arts
(57).
Third, as a pictorial representation, a screen was a favourite image in Chinese painting
(“picture within a picture”) with its diverse roles and ambiguous identities. A screen depicted
in a painting was merely a pictorial image within a larger pictorial composition. What it
helped construct was not a real place, but a pictorial space on a two-dimensional picture plane
(Wu 16).
The best example o f the above three points could be seen in the most well known Chinese
figurative painting The Night Entertainment o f Han Xizai (illus. 10-12).3031 The background of
this painting was a direct display of the erotic life o f Han Xizai—an officer o f the Internal
Secretary o f Later Sung—which can be seen in Wu’s book The Double Screen (29-48):

30 See Jiang Xun. The History o f Chinese Fine Arts for Everyone. 151-159. Also see Zhang AnZhi. The
OineMing Festival on the River.
31 My painting Shifting Perspective and Bodies (illus. 46) also appropriates some aspects o f this
painting.

8. Zhang ZhaiDuan. The Qing Ming Festival on the River, (details 1). 1111-1125. handscroll,
ink and colours on silk, 528 x 24.8 cm.

9. Zhang ZhaiDuan. The Oing Ming Festival on the River, (details 2). 1111-1125. handscroll,
ink and colours on silk, 673 x 38 cm.

Gu Hongzhong was from south China and served the Southern Tang emperor Li Yu
(967-75) as a court painter.32 A skilled artist, he was particularly good at portraying
figures. At that time Han Xizai, who held the office o f Internal Secretary, was
illustrious and all his acquaintances were from the hereditary nobility. Han was
obsessed with beautiful singing-girls and at night held endless drinking parties. He
imposed no restraint on his guests, who mixed with his ladies, shouting in wild
excitement. His reputation for indulgence spread both inside and outside the court.
Li Yu, the Southern Tang emperor, valued Han Xizai’s talent as a statesman and
overlooked the matter, but he regretted not being able to see Han’s famous parties
with his own eyes. So he sent his court painter, Gu Hongzhong, as a detective to Han’s
night entertainments, instructing him to recreate everything he saw there based on his
memory. The painting, the Night Entertainment o f Han Xizai, was then made and
presented to the throne (29).
Western viewers often tried to find the logic o f a native Chinese perspective system. The deeprooted convention in western art histoiy—to view a painting as a single whole—was a
convention developed from the study o f post-Renaissance Western art dominated by framed
easel paintings. Confronted with a painting like The Night Entertainment o f Han Xizai (illus.
10-12), all the methods a westerner had learned in analysing a framed painting automatically
began to work. Being culturally biased to think every painting was some sort o f spatial art, a
westerner would ask questions in terms o f spatial structure: What was its perspective system?
Where was the centre o f focus? What were the roles o f individual images in relation to the
painting’s overall composition? This western mentality often led to the misreading of a
Chinese painting like The Night Entertainment of Han Xizai: the figure o f Han Xizai appeared
regularly at either side o f a screen. Such a contradiction would never occur to us if we
gradually unrolled the painting and exhibit only one section (marked by the screens) at a time
(Wu 61-62).
Sometimes the texts were used as a sub-framing device inserted into a painting to separate
individual scenes and to punctuate the flow of pictorial images. In landscape, trees or rocks
had this function, and in The Night Entertainment o f Han Xizai. the screens.33 Sections were
32 Li Yu (Li the Last Ruler) was a famous poet, a leading connoisseur (expert) o f music, dance,
calligraphy and painting. He requested his favourite concubine dance on a sculptured and gilded lotusflower, moving along with the music performed by the emperor himself. His life began in a fantastically
luxurious court and ended in a nightmarish prison. His art was regarded as more successful than his
politics.
33 After I studied Chinese landscape paintings, I concluded that in landscape paintings there were also
many objects functioning as screens: trees, rooftops, air, water, etc. These images were the important
devices for separating and arranging spaces.
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then linked by a visual suspense planted into the sense: What was next? What were these
figures looking at? What were these chariots or boats moving towards? Where was this stream
or path leading to? These things not only linked isolated scenes into a continuous pictorial
plane, but also encouraged the viewer to keep unrolling the painting to explore what was
hidden and unseen (Wu 68).
The images o f the painting were thus like the cinema spectacle performing itself for an
audience, to help the viewers to realise their voyeuristic desire to see things unrolling. The
screen was an ideal mechanism to separate—not only individual scenes, but also the viewer’s
relationship with the picture. Its shifting perspective provided distance and a degree of
attachment and detachment between the spectator and the picture. The internal images
(screens, figures, etc.) in the painting directed the external gaze o f the spectator (Wu 69). The
perspectives thus were shifted between spaces and images regulated by the screens.
In composing a picture, Chinese artists relied on selected images instead of a unified
perspective system. They used size, placement, colour, pattern, movement, and relationships
to suggest complete worlds while retaining a flat decorative surface.34 A screen was one of the
tools to structure space in a Chinese painting that had no linear perspective, but did have an
impression o f spatiality. For example, the structure o f the painting The Night Entertainment of
Han Xizai (illus. 10-12) was complex: it used the screen as an important composition tool in
two ways. Firstly, screens defined a single unit of viewing—synchronic (consistent) pictorial
representation. Secondly, screens partitioned (divided) yet linked two units in a horizontal
(diachronic) composition (Wu 55). While the frame o f a screen helped to articulate
(distinguish) the contexts o f that painting, the decorative pattern gave it a strong sense of
continuity with the things outside that screen or frame (Wu 13-14).35
To sum up, a screen image in a traditional Chinese figurative painting had two primary
aspects. One was to realise its metonymic function o f constructing a pictorial space through its
architectonic form (metonymic space). The other was to perform its metaphoric function of
characterising human figures through its surface decoration, which appeared as a “painting
within a painting” (metaphorical space). Many Chinese paintings created a metaphorical
space within a metonymic space, which often led to a poetic space (Wu 20-21). The following
section describes the use o f these two aspects that had reached their height in the design of
Double Screen in figurative paintings.

34 This aspect o f Chinese painting also influenced an American contemporary painter Carol Hoy whose
work suggests volumes o f space without resorting to Western perspective (Staton 86-90).
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In my paintings, I also used this technique.

THE FIVE IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF DOUBLE SCREEN
After the previous discussions o f a screen, I am now examining the functions o f Double
Screen. It was an innovative visual device used by traditional Chinese figurative painters to
apply shifting perspectives in their works. The design o f Double Screen was to depict two or
more screens in a painting, one being placed in front o f the other (as show in Double Screen.
illus. 13). If screens were placed separately, they did not constitute Double Screen (as shown
in The Night Entertainment o f Han Xizai. illus. 10-12). Double Screen has five important
aspects concerning shifting perspectives.
The first important aspect is that the Double Screen (painting within a painting) was a device
for metaphorical space. A double screen painting was a visual metaphor to create a
metaphorical space within a metonymic space.
For example, Zhou Wenju’s painting Double Screen (illus. 13) depicted four men who
comprised a circular cluster in the foreground and were playing a game o f chess. Behind the
central figure was a large screen, on which a domestic scene was presented: the master in the
reception hall had now relaxed and was served by four women. This second group o f figures
was again framed by a landscape screen (Wu 79). The juxtaposition between his image in the
male quarter outside the painted screen and his image in the boudoir scene on the screen thus
constituted a system o f hierarchically arranged messages and contexts. This hierarchical
system was realised in the painting by employing screens, which as frames, articulated
boundaries between domains and organised scatted images into a coherent rhetoric. When the
viewer focused on the painted scenes, he would cross this boundary and move from the
everyday world into the domain o f artistic representation. An additional three-panel screen
within this boudoir scene bore only a landscape scene that was the symbol o f the inner
spiritual world o f a refined gentleman. The boudoir world thus was sandwiched between the
two conventional and alternative images o f a man: that of his social appearance and that o f his
lofty mind (Wu 126).
Thus, the screen in Zhou’s painting was used as an architectural form to separate a feminine
interior space from a masculine exterior space. “It was commonly understood in traditional
China that women in a household were not supposed to be exposed on a public occasion, even
in front of the master’s close male friends” (Wu 124). Men and women were two opposing
groups depicted in many Chinese paintings.
The second important point to note is that screens and Double Screens are the frameworks o f
sub-systems. Many scholars have pointed out the importance o f framing in artistic imagination

1J After Zhou Wenju. Double Screen. Ming copy o f a tenth-century work, short handscroll,
mk and colour on paper, 31.3 x 50 cm.

and representation. Boris Uspensky considers framing both a prerequisite and a consequence
o f an “artistic text”. “In a work o f art, whether it be a work o f literature, a painting, or a work
o f some other art form, there is presented to us a special world with its own space and time, its
own ideological system and its own standards o f behaviour (137).” When an artistic text has
internal divisions, as Susan Stewart observes, each smaller “text” is marked by a changing
frame, as part o f “a system o f differences in relation to any other world. To step into the
artistic text is to transform the external into the internal and the internal into the external. And
each transformation opens up the possibilities o f transformation itself (23).” The framed
spaces o f the Double Screen indexed different systems o f reference in a single representation.
For example, a painting such as Double Screen (illus. 13), in Michel Foucault’s terms, was “a
representation, as it were, o f classical representation” (16). Many reworks o f classical images
can be found in eastern and western art. Wu concludes that a work o f this kind presumed the
viewer’s knowledge o f an earlier masterpiece, and forced him to revisit it in a different light
by questioning the stability o f the pictorial convention in the painting:
Such constant reworking o f canonised images cannot be equated with the “borrowing”
o f individual motifs, as a standard iconographic approach assumes. Rather, these
works testify to a conscious effort to construct a “pictorial context” that would justify
any reworking as an inventive art (241-242).
This echoes what Xie He (500-535 AD) remarked that a good painting should chuan yi mo
xie—“transform and perpetuate ancient models through copying” (39-40). The distinction
between the original and its copy was not only absent but was deliberately rejected for the
artist to create works within its “pictorial context” (Wu 241).
The quality o f this type o f painting leads to the claim o f “metapicture” by Wu that “a
metapicture must explain a painting both as an image-bearing object and as an image”. A
painting like Double Screen (illus. 13) was an example o f such assertion, which reflected on
other painting. Double Screen re-represented The Night Entertainment o f Han Xizai (illus. 1012) by converting the latter’s interlocked frames into the former’s superimposed frames. Thus,
the viewing perspective was changed from unrolling to penetrating, as shown in Wu’s two
drawings (illus. 14, Wu 242). The two paintings referred to each other, and produced an inter
referentiality essential to traditional Chinese painting. The handscroll (The Night
Entertainment o f Han Xizai) and hanging scroll (Double Screen) became two main pictorial
media providing two unique visual languages that compete and complement (241-243).

14. Two drawings by Wu Hung showing the interchangeability o f (above) Night
Entertainment o f Han Xizai (illus. 10-12), and (below) Double Screen (illus. 13).

The epistemological achievement o f perspective is equally an art historical
achievement: perspective brings space and architecture into coordination, just as
Giotto and Duccio synthesized Byzantine and Gothic art (Wood 22).
Double Screen was thus a metapicture that referred to the painting itself. It was one o f the
“pictures about pictures—that is, pictures that are used to show what a picture is” (Mitchell
35). This self-referentiality, according to Wu, came from its design as a screen painting (an
image-bearing object) that represented a series o f painted screens (images o f image-bearing
objects). The image painted on a screen always struggled to achieve its independence as an
optical illusion; while a screen’s frame always destroyed such illusion and allowed one more
screen to be painted on its surface (243).36 Wu further argues:
As a metapicture, the Double Screen is not about the principle o f duplication and
repetition (as a “picture within a picture” normally is), but the dialectical relationship
between medium and image—each in an effort to assert its primacy in order to
produce the other (243).
The most self-conscious statement about the ambiguous status o f the screen (as an image
bearing object and as an image) was an illustration for Act 17 o f a traditional Chinese play
The Romance o f the West Chamber (illus. 15). The picture depicted a “real” screen containing
a three-dimensional “painted” screen. These two screens suggested a “third screen”: the
ultimate painting itself (Wu 258-59).
The third important point is the function of a screen to regulate the viewers’ gaze, to shift their
perspectives to establish hierarchical space for the bodies. Wu has a drawing to illustrate this
point (illus. 14). Part 1 o f this drawing indicates the placements o f screens in Gu Hongzhong’s
The Night Entertainment o f Han Xizai (illus. 10-12). These were opaque painted panels placed
perpendicularly to the painting’s plane surface to divide a horizontal space and to regulate the
motion o f the spectator’s voyeuristic gaze when reading the handscroll. These screens were not
Double Screens. In part two o f this drawing shows that the screens in Zhou Wenju’s Double
Screen (illus. 13), however, were being placed parallel to the picture plane. These were the
Double Screens with their painted faces turned into illusions as empty windows opened onto
empty windows; only their solid frames remained to differentiate the painted scenes and to
separate the viewer from the scenes (Wu 127). By rearranging the placement and orders of
these screens, Zhou Wenju placed his emphasis on the male world that was close to the
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This technique is also used in my painting After Botticelli (illus. 44): to place 3D objects on top o f a
3D images to destroy their 3D illusion.

15. “Oriole receives a letter with news of Scholar Zhang's having passed the examination”,
illustration for Act 17 o f The Romance o f the West Chamber. Mm Qiji edition.

viewers. The hierarchical body and its three social spaces were business and public world
(reception room) -*■private world (bedroom) -*• nature (landscape screen).
Because of the rearrangement o f the screens and shift o f the perspective from The Night
Entertainment of Han Xizai to Double Screen, the females in the interior space were thus kept
secret, as a painted image which could only be seen but not felt. The spectators’ gaze towards
the interior boudoir thus remained voyeuristic, but their relationship with the exterior male
images was fetishistic. According to John Ellis, whereas voyeurism maintains and depends on
a separation between the seer and object seen, fetishism abolishes the gulf. “The voyeuristic
look is curious, inquiring, demanding to know. The fetishistic gaze is captivated by what it
sees, does not wish to inquire further, to see more, to find out. ... The fetishistic look has
much to do with display and the spectacular” (Ellis 47).
To use screens to regulate a viewer’s gaze was essential for Chinese artists using shifting
perspective to achieve hierarchical space for the bodies. After the Sung period, it was
understood that worldly business should not glorify a refined mind. What made a gentleman
distinct was his private lifestyle that should find peace and freedom in nature—among
mountains and rivers. If this was difficult to realise, then to retire briefly into a microcosm of
nature, the private garden, was the alternative. A Chinese garden exhibited spatial complexity:
rocks mimic strange mountains, windows frame beautiful scenery.37 The perspective now
shifted from the reception room to the garden as in Liu Guandao’s painting Whiling Away the
Summer (illus. 16, 30). The interior, private life that Zhou Wenju had painted on a screen had
come alive and become the reality o f the painting. The representation o f the scholar’s social
duty had become implicit, removed from the viewer (Wu 133). This was a reversed Double
Screen. The hierarchical body and its three social spaces were thus swapped: nature (garden)
- * business/public world (reception room) -*■private world (landscape screen) (Wu 130).

The fourth important point to note is that a Double Screen (portrait within a portrait) provided
an ambiguous identity—the real image versus pictorial image. For example, the design o f the
screens in the painting Double Screen (illus. 13) as a metaphorical device created a visual
illusion which deliberately confused and puzzled the viewer. The viewer was led to believe
that the domestic scene painted on the screen was part o f the real world portrayed in the
painting. As Wu puts it:
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In Chinese garden doors and windows are virtual screens: they frame the scenes behind them into
pictures o f many different shapes.

16. Liu Cuandao (1279-1300). Whiling Awav the Summer, late thirteenth-century, handscroll,
ink and light colour on silk, 30.5 x 71.1 cm.

When the viewer has overcome his initial confusion and declares—Yes! The scene on
the screen is indeed an illusion!—he has forgotten that it is merely an illusion within a
larger illusion, which is the whole painting. Unconsciously, he has accepted the artist’s
rhetoric to view the figures and objects depicted in front o f the screen as part of the
real world. A perfect illusionism is thus achieved (81-84).
Another example is one o f the Emperor Qianlong’s portraits One or Two? (illus. 17). Because
o f this ambiguity o f real image versus pictorial image, the artist demonstrated that the double
Screen in this painting made the emperor’s real image ambivalent. This painting was originally
mounted on a real screen to be placed behind his seat. A viewer would usually perceive three
Qianlongs: the real Manchu emperor was in front o f his painted Chinese image that was again
duplicated in a screen within a painting. The emperor inserted a poem on the painting to
question his own identity:
One or two?
My two faces never come together yet are never separate.
One can be Confucian, one can be Mohist.
Why should I worry or even think? (Wu 235).
His two images produced in One or Two? represented his two different political identities, one
following the Confucian path, the other honouring Mohist doctrines. The Mohist was the
thought o f Chinese philosopher Mozi (470-390 BC) which rejected the ritualism and
formalism o f the Confucians (McGreal 16). However, either o f these two images represented
his true identities (the third face). These were only faces o f pictorial images that were used to
conceal the emperor’s true identities. The purpose o f this painting was not to exhibit but to
disguise and deceive the viewer, an act that was considered by the emperor as an important
political skill. This was realised by the two functions o f a painted screen: to shield what lay
behind it and to offer a pictorial illusion— a false image instead (Wu 236).
The fifth important point to note is that there existed similarities and differences between
eastern and western paintings in relation to the Double Screen.
There were equivalent western Double Screen paintings, though they appeared much later in
history. For example, Master o f Mary o f Burgundy (illus. 18) and the painting o f Rene
Magritte titled The Human Condition (illus. 19).

17. Yao Wenhan. One or Two? eighteenth-century, hanging scroll (probably originally
mounted on a screen), ink on paper, 90.3 x 119.8 cm.

18. Master o f Mary o f Burgundy, a folio from the Book o f Hours o f Mary o f Burgundy,
showing Maximilian I and Mary o f Burgundy before the Virgin, 1477, parchment, 22.5 x 16.3
cm.

Table 3. Comparison o f western and eastern Double Screen paintings.
origin

Title

visual device used

effect

achievement

Western

Master o f Marv o f Buraundv

window

more “real”

illusion

Eastern

Double Screen

framed painting

less “real”

illusion

Western

The Human Condition

window, canvas

surreal

ambiguity

Eastern

One or Two?

framed painting

“real”

ambiguity

As the above table shows, by comparing western paintings with Chinese paintings one could
see that in western painting, a screen is often implied by a window (or a canvas), while in
Chinese painting, screens were paintings with their frames. The window is more suited to the
western mind because o f its architectural structure: a frame with an opening divides two
separated but closely related worlds. The use o f the window in western painting facilitates a
restricted one-point view to see through from inside the window an outside world. However,
the window is seldom depicted in a Chinese painting because o f this restriction. Chinese artists
preferred to frame painting: a frame with an enclosed flat surface, to depict their observations
after wandering in the world. There was no window to divide the viewer and the objects of
viewing, no separation between the two worlds but many partitions in one universe.
Both eastern and western paintings achieved a visual illusion o f depicting another world within
this world through screens. But the Master o f Mary o f Burgundy was more “real” because it
used the window, and Double Screen looked less “real” because o f the framed painting it used.
Comparing the ways both paintings to depict surroundings through the frames o f the window
(or painting) also revealed the following different approaches. The western manner carefully
covered up things according to one viewpoint while the eastern manner deliberately told a
viewer the truth o f a pictorial image.
The most obvious western examples o f Double Screen are many o f Rene Magritte’s paintings,
which self-consciously dealt with the question of “metapicture”. The Human Condition (illus.
19) is one o f them, as Jacques Meuris comments:
These are “pictures within a picture”. They depict a window, or some other opening to
the outside, in front o f which stands a canvas on an easel. On this canvas is depicted

19. Rene Magritte. The Human Condition. 1933, oil on canvas, 100 x 81 cm.
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the same landscape as, theoretically, exists in reality as the view through the window
(41).
If the word canvas was substituted by screen, one would be amazed by the similarity between
Double Screen (illus. 13) and The Human Condition (illus. 19). Magritte was thus equally
concerned with the problem o f the window (picture plane) and its representation in art:
In his lecture, ‘La Ligne de vie’, Magritte gave the following explanation o f the
image: ‘La condition humaine was the solution to the problem o f the window. I placed
in front o f a window, seen from inside a room, a painting representing exactly that
part o f the landscape which was hidden from view by the painting. Therefore, the tree
represented in the painting hid from view the real tree situated behind it, outside the
room. It existed for the spectator, as it were, simultaneously in his mind, as both
inside the room in the painting, and outside in the real landscape. Which is how we
see the world: we see it as being outside ourselves even though it is only a mental
representation o f it that we experience inside ourselves. In the same way, we
sometimes situate in the past a thing which is happening in the present. Time and
space thus lose their crude meaning, which is the only one they have in everyday
experience (Whitfield 62). ’
By careful examination, one could point out that The Human Condition is a western version of
Double Screen: the window being one screen and the canvas being the other. (There would be
a third screen after the painting was framed.) Matching these two paintings, one could see that
a picture plane with frame equals screen, while a picture plane without frame equals invisible
screen.
However, differences do exist between eastern and western approaches when we compare
these paintings more carefully. In the Chinese painting One or Two? (illus. 17) the two faces
of the same emperor were different in their directions and positions in the picture. However, in
The Human Condition the image on the canvas depicted in the painting had the exact same
position and therefore covered the landscape it portrays. Thus The Human Condition looked
more deliberate and One or Two? looked less overt. Both The Human Condition and One or
Two? told a viewer that a painting is just a visual representation o f the world it depicts, but the
former seemed more awkward (in reality it is very difficult to do so) than the later. This is
because although Magritte became aware o f the problem the Chinese artists tried to solve
many years ago, he still tried to solve it within the restriction o f one point perspective by
insisting on the use o f the window.

Sometimes, as in his painting The Waterfall (illus. 20), Magritte did abandon the window and
move the canvas out into a forest. He then went a step further to depict a different view on the
canvas, knowing that it was not necessary to paint only the scene from one point perspective.
It was a painting that Magritte considered particularly successful and “extraordinarily alive”,
as Sarah Whitfield describes:
Although this image appears to relate to human condition, Magritte made it clear in a
letter to a friend that it should not be seen as a variant o f that work even though he
recognised that “externally it has points in common with that painting”. In the earlier
work art and the outside world unite in a single reality, whereas here they are
distanced from each other by what Magritte called “differences of a spatial order”.
Thus the interior o f the forest encloses a painting o f the exterior and the two are joined
together in the same way as an interior and exterior are in The Field Glass, or as night
and day are in The Dominion o f Light. ‘The difference in their spatial nature,’
Magritte explained to Bosnians, “thus becomes a spiritual possibility, a poetic force
rather than an exercise in mental geometry” (Cat. 121).
In his painting, Magritte used shifting perspective to bring different scenes into one picture,
but he did not move the picture further back to his wall as Chinese artists had done.
The western mind thinks it vital to achieve an illusion o f realty through one point o f view,
while the eastern mind considers that painting could depict not “reality” but only visual
representation. Both paintings satisfied eastern and western minds in different cultural
constructions. Nevertheless, Double Screen as an effective visual device did help viewers to
shift their perspectives from place to place, reality to art, and to construct spaces accordingly.

COMPUTER SCREEN
Though the computer is a western invention, its screen not only has the attributes close to that
o f a Chinese screen, but also has exceptional functions that can help us to comprehend the
shifting perspectives practised by the traditional Chinese artist. A computer screen is
frequently seen as a new artistic and architectural tool for rapidly changing our concepts of
both time and space by facilitating our shifting perspective enormously. Therefore a

comparison o f different screens, whether it be a hand made item or electronic device, is worth
mentioning here.38
A computer screen (like other screens, or frames o f painting) is an almost flat surface
surrounded by its frame—a framework employed to transfer information from and to different
spaces. It has multiple references: it is three things in one. 1, It is an object—part of a monitor.
2, It is a medium for writing and painting—a writing pad for keyboard, mouse or other
electronic pans, although this sometimes must be facilitated by a printer. 3, It is a pictorial
representation (for still images or movies). It would be most cognate to a painting if it takes a
form o f “electronic painting”— a thin, large rectangular piece fixed on a wall.
However, its special form and structure make a computer screen function differently to that of
a conventional screen. It is not moveable (except mobile ones), and is not deployed to define
physical space around it, but rather brings other physical or imaginative world to its user. As
Cubitt asserts: “It redoubles the power o f human sight by articulating it with mechanical
perception (42).”
Therefore, similar to the design of Double Screen that depicts two or more screens in a
painting, a computer screen is capable o f depicting multiple screens in its visual space
spontaneously. Within its visual space, screens are imported within screens, frames are opened
within frames. Computer screens have attributes and structure that are far more complex than a
Double Screen. Cubitt observes this structure:
[That] reveals the always prior structuration o f the computer cord before its
visualisation, intimating that structure is a property o f discourse alone. It is not that
such work is removed from the real, but that it merely reproduces its form, deprived
of content: a Boolean montage, in which structure itself becomes object and principle
o f speculation (44).
That structure and form—multiple screens, windows, frames—being imported and exported
through the linkage— modem, telephone line—to the outer world create the greatest space and
power for shifting perspective.
Thus the computer screen, as described previously, is not only a mirror to reflect one’s own
body, but more importantly also a vehicle for the body to explore a new cybernetic world. A
38 To changing the racial, sexual and physical identities o f the body through the computer screen is the
idea expressed in my painting Shifting Perspectives and the Body #1— Double Screen. See the

computer screen contains many “windows” to different worlds that can be investigated and
manipulated by a camera montage. Sean Cubitt claims in Digital Aesthetics. “The secret of
this aesthetic is, unsurprisingly, montage itself: the making o f a grammar from the fragmentary
perceptions o f the cinematic image (43).” The montage presented by a computer screen is not
only a single pictorial composition made by juxtaposing or superimposing many pictures or
designs, but also a rapid succession o f different images or shots in a movie. It often is a
composite o f closely juxtaposed elements from different realm. Sequential or non-sequential,
such montages aim for “the social model o f dialogue between frames” to create a society
among its images (Cubitt 44). This cybernetic outlook is fundamentally shifting, and the
technology alters our current understanding o f the changing nature o f the spatial perspective.
The next section The Aesthetics o f the Seven Viewing Methods describes how Chinese artists
used shifting perspective to select, cut, shape, adjust, rotate, move, import and paste different
scenes into landscape paintings. While the artistic ancestors o f China relied solely on their
mental strength, artists world-wide today have the technology to power their drive towards a
freer visual world!

The Aesthetics of the Seven Viewing Methods— QiGuanFa
In order to understand shifting perspectives and the aesthetics o f Chinese landscape painting,
one needs to scrutinise the Seven Viewing Methods which represented the shifting perspectives
in Chinese landscape painting. The tradition o f landscape painting was bom from the Six
Dynasties (256-581 AD).39 During this period Chinese art was influenced by the native belief
systems, Confucianism and Taoism. Scenes o f filial piety were the most popular expression of
the Confucian ideal; while the freer, nature-loving Taoists favoured landscapes and folk
legends.
The Tang dynasty (618-906 AD) landscape painting reached new heights o f technological and
aesthetic brilliance, and became an important expression o f both art and philosophy. The
problems o f space and depth were mastered in Tang Dynasty (Sullivan 67). The subsequent
Sung period is also best known for landscape painting that embodies comprehensive shifting
perspectives.

explanation o f the painting in Social Inscription in Chapter 4— Bodies and Their Shifting Social

Perspectives.
39 Gu Kai-zhi (345-406), considered the father o f landscape painting, worked during this period.

The prominent contemporary Chinese art historian and painter Wang Bo Min has some
insights into shifting perspectives in traditional Chinese art. In his book An Anthology of
Landscape Painting the author deliberates QiGuanFa (“the seven viewing methods”) in an
essay “The Seven Viewing Methods o f Chinese landscape painting” as:
1. BuBuKan (“step by step viewing”). 2. MianMianGuan (“multiple angle viewing”).
3. ZhuanYiKan (“selective viewing”). 4. TuiYuanKan (“push away viewing”). 5.
LaJinKan (“pull closer viewing”). 6. QuYiShi (“parallel viewing”). 7. HeLiuYuan
(“combine six types o f mountain perspectives viewing”) (129-141).
Here 1 explain these Seven Viewing Methods briefly one by one:

1. BuBuKan (“step by step viewing”)
This method was used when the artist walked towards or away from the mountains. The
changes in the distance also changed the artist’s view o f objects. Thus the artist achieved
different views o f the same object in every step, saved them in his mind, and later used these
views spontaneously in one painting.

2.

M ianM ianGuan (“m ultiple angle viewing”)

This method was to view from different angles (front, top, sides, and back) to grasp the whole
structure o f the mountain and then to rebuild it on the paper. The restructure could be done in
two ways. First, to move the locations o f the objects, and by changing the viewing angle one
could paint separated objects close together. Second, to jump among spaces to obtain multiple
viewpoints. Although some landscape paintings depicted only the middle scene, others
portrayed only close scenes and distance scenes. This enabled the artist to jump from close up
to far away, omitting the middle scene, which was a way o f enlarging the space between the
objects.

3.

ZhuanYiKan (“selective viewing”)

This was to only select the best view o f the object and omit the other images. How to select
the best image was determined by the artist’s objective, cultural beliefs and aesthetics.

4. TuiYuanKan (“push aw ay viewing”)
This method described the way o f pushing the nearby objects away to reduce their scale, so
that the artist would be able to view their whole structure. Shen Gua (1031-1095 AD) in
“Meng-ch’I pi-t’an” declared: “All landscapes have to be viewed from the angle o f totality to
behold the part, much in the same manner in which we look at an artificial rockery in our
gardens (26-28)”.40

5. LaJinKan (“pull closer viewing”)
This method was the opposite o f TuiYuanKan (“push away viewing”). It was to pull closer the
object in far away distance in order to have a clearer viewing. That was why many Chinese
landscape paintings had comparatively small mountains but large and detailed figures, trees
and houses, etc. (illus. 8-9, 21)

6. Q uYiShi (“parallel viewing”)
Parallel viewing o f maintains distanced the viewer and objects o f viewing without fixing the
viewing position. The viewer moved around the objects to gain a continuous perspective of the
different aspects o f these objects.

7.

HeLiuYuan (“com bine six types o f m ountain perspectives”)

Chinese painter used Six Yuan to portray Yuan (“distance”) in a landscape painting:
1. KaoYuan (“high distance”);
2. ShenYuan (“deep distance”);
3. PingYuan (“level distance”);
4. KuoYuan (“broad distance”);
5. MiYuan (“bewildering distance”);
6. YouYuan (“secluded distance”).
The first Three-Yuan were the essential part o f the perspective thinking while the subsequent
Three-Yuan were the further development o f the first Three-Yuan.

40 It is quite intriguing to compare these Chinese “perspectives” Tui Yuan Kan (push away viewing) and

La Jin Kan (pull closer viewing) with the Renaissance perspectives— Durer’s methods o f enlarging or

After many years o f development, Chinese theorists distinguished Three-Yuan (“three kinds of
mountain perspectives”) in Chinese painting. KaoYuan (“high distance”) depicted the
mountains as they would be seen by someone who was looking upward from below.
ShenYuan (“deep distance”) presented a bird’s-eye view over successive ranges to a high and
distant horizon. PingYuan (“level distance”) involved a continuous recession to a rather low
horizon, such as we most often encounter in European landscape painting.
For example, one could see in a landscape painting Buddhist Temple in the Hills after Rain
(illus. 21) by Li Cheng (919-967 AD) that the Three-Yuan (“three kinds o f mountain
perspective”) were about the viewing angles along the vertical line. KaoYuan (the view from
the foot o f mountains looking up to the peaks) was often used at the up part o f a landscape
painting. PingYuan (the view from near mountains across to distant mountains) was used at
the middle part o f the painting. ShenYuan (the view from the peaks o f the mountains looking
down towards the foot o f the mountain) was used in the lower part o f the painting.
However, these “three kinds o f perspectives” could also be used more freely according to the
needs o f the artist. KaoYuan could be seen in the bottom part and PingYuan at the top. This
system o f space representation could be called shifting perspective in which the artist shifted
his viewpoint while portraying his subject. Apart from shifting viewpoints vertically, the artist
more often shifted his viewpoint horizontally to combine different images in one painting.
The Six Yuan (“six kinds of mountain perspectives”) was developed on top o f Three-Yuan. It
was the Three-Yuan plus KuoYuan, MiYuan and YouYuan. This later Three-Yuan (KuoYuan,
MiYuan and YouYuan) was proposed by the Sung dynasty painter Han Zhuo in his book The
Complete Works On Landscape Painting (Wang 150-3).
While KuoYuan (“broad distance”) was a supplement o f PingYuan (“level distance”), and
YouYuan (“secluded distance”) was a supplement o f SengYuan (“deep distance”), the MiYuan
(“bewildering distance”) was another important perspective in Chinese landscape painting.
MiYuan (“bewildering distance”) was, according to Han Zhuo, a perspective representing
intuitive and ambiguous distant space. It often emerged as the “white empty space” in a
painting. This was the result of the artist using Xu (a painting technique) to portray elements
like water, cloud, fog, sky, mountain by omitting them on the canvas.

reducing pictures or objects in pictures. (See Shifting Perspectivesfrom Egyptian Art to Renaissance in
Chapter 1— The Western Vision).
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21. Li Cheng. Buddist Temple in the Hills after Rain. Northern Sung Dynasty, hanging scroll,
ink and colour on silk.

Xu (“void”) and its antithesis Shi (“solid”) was a significant Chinese philosophical and
aesthetic concept. The notion o f XuShi (“void versus solid”) extended into Chinese painting
and became a technique named JiBaiDangHei (“use white as black”). In a painting, Xu was
white and Shi, black. The white could be water, cloud, fog, sky and mountain. The white
represented infinity and therefore was also Shi—an endless universe.

To further appreciate shifting perspectives and the aesthetics o f Chinese landscape painting,
one must understand the concept o f Tao in relation to the distance delineated in landscape
paintings. Tao was a Taoist philosophical concept, meaning to pursue infinity and universe, as
the following poem expresses:
The sun beyond the mountains glows;
The Yellow River seawards flows.
You can enjoy a grander sight
By climbing to a greater height.
Wang Zhi Huan On the Heron Tower (54).
As the Chinese poet Wang Zhi Huan (688-742) strove to climb to another floor o f the tower to
get a broader view o f the landscape, one might question why looking at the distance was of
such an importance to him? The answer was that the distance Yuan represented the Taoism
concept o f Tao.
One o f the great philosophies o f the Chinese classical age was Taoism. Taoism sought to
preserve human life by following the Way o f Nature (Tao). Taoism attempted to bring the
individual into perfect harmony with nature through a mystical union with the Tao. This
mysticism was carried still further by Zhuangzi (Chuang-tzu), a great Taoist philosopher o f the
late fourth century BC, who thought that through mystical union with the Tao the individual
could transcend nature and even life and death.41 Taoism offered an analysis o f the workings
of the universe based upon certain cosmic principles. One o f these was Xu and Shi, which
represented the interacting duality o f nature, such as solid and void, female and male, shadow
and light, as well as winter and summer.

41 Zhuangzi’s idea— death is a natural part o f life, one o f its infinite transformations— has been the topic
o f my painting Transfigure (illus. 39) (McGeal 21).

One o f the aims o f Chinese landscape painting was to portray Yuan as the symbol o f Tao. The
Chinese term Yuan means distant space, far away. Chinese art historian Ye Lang in his book
The Concise History of Chinese Aesthetics claims:
The successful Chinese landscape painting must have YiJing (spirit and aesthetics).
YiJing was created to represent Tao. Tao was to pursue infinity and universe that
represented by Yuan. Yuan therefore was YiJing, was to pursue distant space and
infinity. Yuan was the spirit and aesthetics of landscape painting (287).
Louis-ferdinand CeLine (1894-1961), a French author, had a similar view o f the distance in a
landscape painting:
The foreground in a picture is always unattractive. Art demands that the interest o f the
canvas should be placed in the far distance, where lies take refuge, those dreams
which blossom out o f fact and are man’s only love (70).
The shifting perspective was a perfect method for visualising Yuan (distance) which fulfilled
the aim o f Chinese landscape painters to portray an ideal natural world. Chinese philosopher
Zhuangzi (Chuang Tzu) considered that:
Our experience of the world is relative to our perspective. The world o f our
experience is constantly transforming. Therefore we must be wary o f our tendency to
adopt fixed or dogmatic judgements, evaluations, and standards based on a narrow
viewpoint, since this leads to conflict and frustration (McGreal 21).42
A definite place portrayed in a landscape screen was not satisfying to a Chinese painter, for
whom an ideal landscape painting should not be limited to any particular earthly model. Wang
Wei, a fifth century distinguished Chinese writer, proclaimed:
[When a superior artist made paintings] it is not in order to plan the boundaries of
cities or differentiate the locale o f provinces, to make mountains and plateaus or
delineate watercourses. What is found in form is fused with soul, and what activates
movements is the mind. If the soul cannot be seen, then what ever it lodges in will not
move. If eyesight is limited, then what is seen will not be complete (38).
To create imaginary landscapes o f immortal land was the ultimate goal for a Chinese artist
who was able to adequately employ shifting perspectives to conquer the natural world. In the
42 Note the similarity between this view and the view of postmodern that our bodily perspective
determines the surrounding environment. See Chapter 1— The Western Vision.

following account, Fu Zai described his personal experience when he saw the most
accomplished Chinese scholar-painter o f the eighth century Zhang Zao’s manner of painting.
Zhang Zao once displayed his extraordinary art in front o f twenty-four banquet guests:
Right in the middle o f the room he sat down with his legs spread o u t took a deep
breath, and his inspiration began to issue forth. Those present were as startled as if
lightning were shooting across the heavens or a whirlwind sweeping up into the sky.
Ravaging and pulling, spreading in all directions, the ink seemed to be spitting from
his flying brush. He clapped his hands with a cracking sound. Dividing and drawing
together, suddenly strange shapes were bom. When he had finished, there stood pine
trees, scaly and riven, crags steep and precipitous, clear water and turbulent clouds. He
threw down his brush, got up, and looked around in every direction. It seemed as if
the sky had cleared after a storm, to reveal the true essence o f ten thousand things (Wu
144).
Chinese shifting perspectives thus accomplished the aims o f the Chinese landscape painter. In
art critic Zhu Jingxuan’s words, painter Wang Zai painted a screen with scenes o f four
seasons: “It was as if he had brought Creation itself into the sitting room, with all its changes
o f climate and weather, with the eight periods and four seasons, all rendered with the ultimate
o f subtlety (Wu 143).”

The mastering o f an effective system o f shifting perspective enabled Northern Sung Dynasty
artists to fulfil perfectly the ideal o f a landscape. This ideal was that a landscape painting
should be o f such compelling realism that the viewers would feel that they had been actually
transported to the place depicted by the artists (Sullivan 159).
How was it then, a western viewer with one point perspective in his mind might ask, that the
Chinese painters, who insisted on truth to natural appearance, should have been so ignorant of
even the basic principle o f linear perspective as their western counterparts understand it? To
ask whether the antique painter "could not" or "would not" paint a certain way, as Panofsky
argued then and now, is to pose a false question (16). However, the answer is that Chines
artists deliberately avoided it, for the same reason that they avoided the use o f cast shadows
(Sullivan 159).
Gombrich’s book Shadows: The Depiction o f Cast Shadows in Western Art clarifies that the
root o f the cultural differences in using the shadow “is the selectivity o f the painter’s 'eye’, or

rather the range o f features artists o f different media, schools and periods have chosen to
construct their images o f the visible world (11).” Gombrich further explains:
In seeking to draw attention to this selectivity the exhibition also hopes to clarify the
point that we must never assume that artists did not see what they did not paint. The
Chinese, for instance, did not normally paint cast shadows, but it would be ludicrous
to conclude that they never saw them; at least one instance has come to light where
they represented the shadows cast by moonlight, for the simple reason that the poem
the painting illustrated mentioned them (Shadows 11)43
Gombrich also draw our attention to a comparison in western art: “Leonardo, the most
innovative master o f chiaroscuro effects, apparently did not embody in his own paintings the
varieties o f shadows he had studied so meticulously in his writings (Shadows 21).” To avoid
awkward and unfashionable hard-edged clarity o f Quattrocento paintings, Leonardo suggested
in his painting a simple artifice—the veiling o f the sun and the creation o f a slightly misty
atmosphere. Like many other artist (more notable the non-western artists) Leonardo hold “a
universal prejudice”— an aesthetic prejudice— strongly against the rendering o f harsh shadows
in strong sunlight (20).
However, unlike Leonardo’s renaissance perspectives, the western “scientific” linear
perspective involves a single viewpoint that reaches only what can be seen from that fixed
position. While this satisfies the logical Western mind, it is not enough for Chinese painters.
Why, they asked, should we so restrict ourselves? Why, if we had the means to depict what we
knew to be there, should we paint only what we could see from one viewpoint? The Sung
Dynasty critic Shen Gua (1035-1095) took Li Ch’eng to task for “painting the eaves from
below” and thereby putting an arbitrary restriction on his power to “view the part from the
angle o f totality.” Shen Gua wrote in his “Meng-ch’I pi-t’an”:
When Li Ch’eng paints mountains, pavilions, and buildings, he paints the eaves from
below. He believes that looking up one perceives the eaves o f a pagoda as a person on
the level ground and is able to see the beams and rafters o f its structure. This is
absurd. All landscapes have to be viewed from “the angle o f totality to behold the
part,” much in the manner in which we look at an artificial rockery in our gardens. If
43 Gombrich noted that “This painting is reproduced in the catalogue of Chinese Calligraphy and
Painting in the Collection o f John M. Crawford, JR. (New York 1962). it is by Ch'iao Chung-chang
(active in the first half of the twelfth century) and illustrates the passage of a prose poem which reads:
When we passed the slope of Huang-ni the frost and dew had fallen already The trees were stripped of
leaves, our shadows were on the ground; we looked up at the full moon, enjoyed its radiance around
us...' (Shadows 60)”

we apply Li’s method to the painting o f real mountains, we are unable to see more
than one layer o f the mountain at a time. Could that be called art? Li Ch’eng surely
does not understand the principle o f viewing the part from the angle o f totality. His
measurement o f height and distance certainly is a fine thing. But should one attach
paramount importance to the angles and comers o f building (25-27)?44
The system the Chinese artists developed was very different to that o f the West. There were
ample examples in various Chinese artworks which showed that another kind of
system—shifting parallel perspective combined with a viewpoint from above—was
predominant in Chinese painting. When buildings rather than natural contours were painted
and it was necessary to show the parallel horizontal lines o f the construction, parallel lines
were drawn parallel instead o f converging, as in linear perspective. Often foliage was used to
crop these lines before they extended far enough to cause a building to appear warped.45 Here
the parallel perspective was the base for shifting perspective.

Therefore, the composition of a Chinese painting was not defined by the four walls o f its
mount, as was a European painting within its frame. As Shen Gua suggested, a picture was a
randomly chosen fragment that was profoundly significant o f eternity. What the Chinese artist
recorded was not a single visual confrontation but an accumulation o f experience that touched
on one moment’s exaltation among many before the beauty o f nature. In landscape painting,
the actual shape o f the mountain was o f little interest to the painter in itself. The mountain was
significant only if, in contemplating it, wandering through it, painting it, the artist was made
aware o f those things that make the very embodiment o f mountainness (Sullivan 156).
The attitude behind the shifting perspective o f Chinese landscape painting was to invite the
viewer to explore nature, to wander through the mountains and valleys discovering fresh
beauty at every step. Shifting perspective accomplished this aim o f the Chinese landscape
painter (Sullivan 155-158).
I still remember that when I was young my father and I looked at the Chinese landscape
painting with great satisfaction that it was so real that we could even “walk” into the painting.
When confronted with a scroll o f landscape painting, we could not take in so great a panorama
at a glance. We would need perhaps days or weeks to walk the length o f the stretch of
44 This passage has been adapted from Tsung Pai-hua, “Space-Consciousness in Chinese Painting,”
Sino-Austrian Cultural Association Journal I (1949): 27 (trans. Ernst J. Schwartz).
45

1994-1998 Encyclopaedia Britannica.

countryside the artist presented in his scroll. By revealing it to us little by little as we proceed,
the artist combined the element o f time with that o f space in a four-dimensional synthesis such
as Western art had not achieved until modem times. The nearest parallel was to be found in
music, in which the theme unfolds and develops in time. As we unrolled as much o f the great
panorama as we could comfortably pass from right hand to left, we found ourselves drawn
unwittingly into the scene spread out before us. The artist invited us to follow him down the
winding paths, to wait at the river bank for the ferryboat, to walk through the village, to stand
on the bridge, gazing at a waterfall; and then to saunter up to the valley to where a monastery
roof can just be seen above the treetops. At the end o f the scroll, we were left standing at the
lake shore, gazing out across the water to where distant peaks rise through the haze, while an
infinity of space stretches above them, carrying us with it beyond the horizon (Sullivan 156158).
Only by shifting perspective, which opens out a fresh view at every turn o f the path, was such
a journey possible. A great Chinese landscape painting had such a power to make our spirits
soar. By viewing it, one could nourish one’s spirit by taking imaginary journeys through a
landscape painting into which the artist had compressed the beauty, the grandeur, the silence
o f nature, and return to one’s daily life refreshed (Sullivan 158).
The Chinese painters deliberately avoided a complete statement because they knew that we
could never know everything, that what we could describe, or “complete,” could not be true
except in a very limited sense.46 All we could do was to liberate the imagination and set it
wandering over the unlimited space o f the universe. The landscape was not a final statement,
but a starting point; not an end, but the opening o f a door (Sullivan 156).

Sculptural Shifting Perspectives and Chinese Carving
The landscapes were also depicted in some other Chinese art forms—like Chinese lacquer or
jade work. The perspective used in it was somewhat similar to the painting, but they also had
different aspects o f shifting perspectives. To study them will enrich our understanding of
shifting perspective.
The carvings had an important place in the history o f Chinese art. In the Tang dynasty along
with the pictorial arts, China's most enduring art form, ceramics, carved lacquers, woven
tapestries, ivory carving, jade carving, wood carving and precious metals reached new heights
46 This was the same as Zhuangzi (Chuang Tzu) had considered that our experience of the world was
relative to our perspective (McGreal 21).

22. Box. Carved red lacquer on yellow-ochre ground, black inside. Early fifteenth century.
Nien-hao, Yung-lo. Diameter 22 cm.

23. Octagonal carved lacquer plate. 17.8 cm wide.

o f technological and aesthetic brilliance. Trays and other domestic accessories were
painstakingly decorated with dragons, figures, and floral designs (illus. 22). The same
extravagance was popular both at the imperial court and among the wealthy officials and
merchants.
Probably, lacquer work originated in China and later became an important art form. During
the Tang dynasty (618-906 AD), lacquer was commonly used to colour and protect the
wooden statues o f Buddhist deities. In addition, an important new decorative element—
designs carved on a lacquered surface—first appeared in Tang lacquer work. During the Yuan
period (1279-1368 AD), surface carving reached new heights o f intricacy. Carved red lacquer
was favoured in the early years of the Ming dynasty (1368-1644 AD). Ornate surfaces
characterise Ch'ing (1644-1912) lacquers, when, large screens or panels, often depicting a
landscape with figures, were especially popular for export (illus. 23). In modem-day China,
highly skilled lacquer workers continued to employ a variety o f traditional techniques.
Lacquer was applied in many layers to a wood surface and before it had completely hardened,
it was inlayed with decorative objects or engraved. In the Ming period lacquer was carved in
red with rich floral or pictorial designs; either these were modelled in full relief or the
background was cut away leaving the design in flat relief as on many Han engraved stones.
They showed the more elaborate and intricate taste of the seventeenth century.
Chinese relief carving is a time-consuming and painstaking process in which the artist
subtracted, or cut away, superfluous material until the desired form or depth was reached. The
material was usually hard and the design was compact and was governed by the nature o f the
material. For an excellent example, the narrow dimensions o f the wood used by Chinese artists
to carve lacquer strongly affected the composition and restricted the figure's volume and depth
(illus. 23).
Landscapes, often paralleling those found in paintings, were carefully transcribed onto the
surface o f enormous jade slabs or sometimes lacquer works. Much o f this intricacy is still
found in Chinese jade or lacquer work today, where traditional design motifs and carving
styles have been retained. These works can be viewed as an example o f mixing painting and
carving (illus. 23-24).47
After studying the technique o f traditional Chinese carving, my paintings have been
enormously broadened and enriched by new techniques o f shifting perspective to combine

47 For details see the explanation of Diagram 6 in Chapter 3— My Dancing Shadows.

different art forms. The shifting perspective in these carvings has influenced my painting
greatly. 1 try to mix the techniques o f Chinese carving and western Photorealism painting. That
is to view Chinese lacquer work as if it is a piece o f still life, using a Photorealist skill to copy
or reproduce it on to the canvas.48 In the creation o f images o f 2D/3D ambiguity, shifting
perspective and mechanical technique is o f extreme importance to the physical appearance of
my works (illus. 36, 41).

Displacement of Contemporary Chinese Perspectives
Contemporary Chinese art has seen itself shifting between traditional Chinese value and
modem western influence. In the early twentieth century, China under Sun Yat-sen was
pressured to modernise the “Middle Kingdom” and accept many Western ideas. Art was
hardly immune to these concerns. Many painters chose to study abroad, first travelling to
Japan and eventually going to Europe, notably Paris. Returning to China, they brought a
number o f innovations, including bold colours, European brushwork, linear perspective, and
tendencies toward abstraction.
The founding o f the People's Republic o f China in 1949 introduced another important change
in Chinese art and culture. Under the leadership o f Mao Zedong (Tse-tung), painting and the
decorative arts were infused with political content imported from Russia. The actual styles of
painting often drew on the advances o f the post-Ch'ing schools, but the subject matter included
themes praising socialist reconstruction. Many traditional folk arts, never recognised during
the dynastic periods, were elevated to a place o f significance. Since the death o f Mao in 1976,
Chinese art has tended to become less political at all levels, a movement that could enable its
future development to be judged better within the context o f its historical tradition.
Contemporary Chinese art since 1989 has seen its scope greatly widened by the influence of
western art. In recent years, China has undergone an enormous change in its rush towards
modernisation. The phenomenon o f reconstruction and development is nothing less than
astonishing. Many international exhibitions o f contemporary Chinese art have taken place
outside China. Political, economic and art movements were like waves after waves from
“everyone to be a soldier” to “everyone to be a business person”. Wang Xingwei’s painting
The Road to An-yuan portrays himself from a backward perspective in absurd heroic moments
from the Communist revolution (illus. 25).

48 See the explanation of Diagram 9 in Chapter 3— My Dancing Shadows.

25. Wang XingWei. The Road to An-Yuan. 1995, oil on canvas, 186 x 146 cm.

Although the perspectives o f Chinese artists have been shifted constantly to find “correct”
political and visual languages, different art forms, whether Chinese or western, traditional or
contemporary, all find their place in China today.
***
To sum up, in this chapter, I have examined the complex function o f Double screen in
depicting shifting perspectives in Chinese figurative painting. I have discussed the aesthetics of
the Seven Viewing Methods that is vital to an understanding o f the shifting perspectives of
Chinese landscape painting. 1 have further clarified the Sculptural Shifting Perspective as the
shifting perspective in other Chinese art forms such as jade and lacquer. All these have their
places in the changing perspectives o f Chinese art in the twentieth century.
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I rise and dance; with my shadow, I play.
Su Shi, Tune: “Prelude to Water M elody” (203).49
After the previous inquiry o f western and Chinese shifting perspectives, this chapter clarifies
how I combine different space rendering systems by using my techniques o f Sculptural
Painting and Shadow Perspective. The Ten Diagrams presents detailed examinations of my
methods o f combining different perspectives that conclude in A Visual Solution— Shadow
Perspective.
Perspectives are the art o f creating the illusion o f three-dimensional space on a flat surface to
give the viewer the impression that a painting has a third dimension. There are a number of
ways to suggest receding space, no concepts o f space and depth are constant in all cultures,
and many different vocabularies of perspective exist. All attempts to give depth to a flat
surface rely to some extent on cultural and artistic conventions.

The Ten Diagrams
Always there is a black spot in our sunshine: it is even as I said, the Shadow of
Ourselves.
Thomas Carlyle.50
The aim o f my artwork is to use the object (body) and the positioning o f its cast shadow to
mix the different cultural conventions to form a multiple perspective system. This chapter is
intended to be a comprehensive technical analysis o f this system based on the perspectives I
have discussed previously. I draw ten diagrams to help illustrate the subtlety o f these different
methods o f space representation, and to describe the way in which I mix these systems to
create paintings with a new shifting perspective.51

49 Su Shi (1037-1101) is a Chinese poet.
50 Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881) is a Scottish essayist, historian.
51 The 11th diagram in the Conclusion is also a continuation of these ten diagrams.

26. Johann II. von Pfalz-Simmeren. Illustration of Renaissance perspective. “Renaissance
Perspectives.”

Some basic concepts used in the diagrams are window, picture plane, ground plane and
background plane.
Window is defined by Krauss as an architectural form, a matrix o f ambi- or multivalence that
is being experienced as simultaneously transparent, reflective and opaque. When it is
transparent, a world beyond it can be seen. This is the “beyond-the-frame attitude”— Receding
3D. When its outside is darker than its inside, it reflects an image o f the observer. When it is
opaque, it becomes a picture plane, on which objects can be cemented. This is the “within-theframe attitude”— Ascending 3D (“Grids” The Originality o f the Avant-Garde and Other
Modernist Myths 16).52
Picture plane is a transparent plane in front o f the spectator on which the objects are assumed
to be projected, as a Renaissance’s illustration shows (illus. 26). Note the difference between
picture plane and screen. Sometimes picture plane is a screen without frame. Therefore, a
screen is a fram ed picture plane. In the Chinese painting Double Screen (illus. 13) the
multiple screens can lead to multiple picture plane, while in a western Renaissance painting
there is only one picture plane that is often referred to as painting surface (or canvas’ surface).
This can be seen in two drawings from a book on perspective used by students at the Academy
in Brussels where Magritte had been a student (illus. 27: figs. a-b). However, there are two
aspects o f picture plane. A picture plane is regarded as a transparent plane that sometime is
physical (like a screen with or without a frame), and which was used in ancient Chinese
bamboo painting as an observing device. However, in most cases it is imaginative, as a
window frame existed in artist’s mind, and the world is displayed beyond this window. The
distance between picture plane and objects can be adjusted according to the need of the artist.
This is very important for the artist to determine the scale and depth o f the painting. If one
could associate picture plane with screen, all the preceding discussions o f screen could open
the door o f a far more imaginative concept: a multiple and broken picture plane which would
enable the vision to shift among them freely.
Ground plane is a horizontal plane on which the object viewed may be assumed to rest.
Ground plane is also the floor where screens can be placed.
Background plane is a vertical plane on which the object viewed may be assumed to hang.
There is an open background as in landscape and closed background as in interior. If an object
or a figure has a screen placed behind it, the screen becomes its background plane. Thus
multiple screens can become multiple background planes, and a background plane could

occasionally come before picture plane to reverse the common situation that a picture plane is
always situated in front o f a background plane.
Shadow is, in Filippo Baldinucci’s tern, “the darkness created by opaque bodies on the
opposite side o f the illuminated part. In the language o f a painter, it is generally understood to
refer to the more or less dark colour that serves in painting to give relief to the representation
by gradually becoming lightened. It is divided in three degrees called shadow, half-shadow
and cast shadow (Gombrich Shadows 6).
1. Shadow (or shade) is the dark part that an opaque body creates on itself.
2. Half-shadow is the area that is between light and the shadow through which the one
passes to the other, gradually diminishing little by little according to the roundness of the
object.
3. Cast shadow is the shadow that is caused on the ground or elsewhere by the depicted
object. (Gombrich Shadows 6)”
My study is not about 1 shadow (or shade) and 2 half-shadow. Only Cast Shadow is dealt
with great importance in my painting.

DIAGRAM 1
This diagram shows how linear perspective works: the artists imagine there exists a picture
plane (or a window frame) in front o f them. They perceive through this frame (or screen) a
scene with a descending dimension (Receding 3D) beyond. Then they try to reproduce this
illusion on their painting surface. If there is a light source above, they observe a free-standing
object in an open space. They will also recognise a shadow casting on the ground plane. If this
object is hanging on an enclosed background, they will see a shadow casting on that
background plane immediately beneath that object. That cast shadow is significant in
suggesting the space occupation o f the object.
The aim o f Western art, as seen in Renaissance painting, is to represent objects with the
illusion o f having three dimensions as in Botticelli’s painting Pallas and the Centaur (illus. 3).
The picture plane is a flat window intersecting a cone that extends indefinitely into space from
its apex at the viewer’s eye. It represents three-dimensional objects on a two-dimensional
plane (the surface o f a picture). An object represented in these two dimensions, width and
The window mullions of the Christian church are examples of this opaque window. Chinese people

Background plane

Light source

Painting surface

height, may give the impression o f having depth as well. The painting portrays an illusion of
distance (receding third dimension) beyond the painting’s surface {picture plane). It starts
from picture plane and recedes towards the background plane.

DIAGRAM 2
This diagram is critical in showing my notion o f mixing different systems o f space
representation. In part A o f this diagram, I imagine there is a thing {object A) hanging on the
picture plane (or the window frame). A light source (A ) comes from the top o f it producing a
cast shadow (A) on this plane. This object has an illusion o f a forward dimension, which I call
Ascending 3D. However, we still can see a receding third dimensional world with its own light
source (B) beyond this picture plane as shown in part B. Therefore the existence o f object A
and its cast shadow {A) shows the existence o f the picture plane by effectively converting a
three-dimensional world (shown in part B) into a two-dimensional flat surface as shown in
picture plane. This becomes the background o f object A {background A).
Note that the object A and B may be different, or sometimes indeed identical (as shown in The
Human Condition, illus. 19), their cast shadows are different due to the different position of
their light sources. The cast shadow A is immediately underneath the object A, suggesting it is
directly against the background A. The shadow B is, however, casting on the ground plane,
suggesting object B is a free standing object. Therefore, a viewer will be able to tell the spatial
circumstances of an object by mainly observing the shape and position o f its cast shadow. If
an object has two different cast shadows, it will be difficult to state which environment it sits
in. It will also have an ambiguous space occupation: if it is object A, it will show an ascending
third dimension; if it is object B, a receding third dimension.
Nevertheless, the method used by the artist here is of no fundamental difference to the method
used in diagram 1, that is to copy the reality—what the artist sees—faithfully.
The emphasis o f the status o f a cast shadow can sometimes go one step further: to change the
cast shadow o f an object. The playfulness o f the cast shadow can be seen in my painting
Descendants #2— A Shout In The Dark (illus. 37). I manipulate the cast shadows of the objects
and background patterns in this painting to attract and irritate the viewer with the ambiguous
effects innate to the work’s simplicity. I transform the cast shadow into an object by changing
its position, colour, density and shape. I also dramatise the mechanical figure, employing an
anthropomorphic appearance to express human emotions.
also past white paper sheets onto the surface o f the window and decorated them with flower patterns.

Diagram 3.

This diagram goes one step further from diagram 2 by moving the picture plane backwards to
the same position o f the object. The object thus is half above the picture plane and half
beyond, like an object floating on a water surface, emerging and submerging. The object has
two cast shadows and both receding third dimension and ascending third dimension. Therefore
the images o f the body parts in my painting Descendants Bodies #1 (Blue) (illus. 42) are
objects with space ambiguity.

D IAG RAM 4
This diagram goes another step further from diagram 3 : the background plane comes forward
to the position o f the picture plane. There is nothing with a descending dimension (Receding
3D) which can be seen beyond this flat plane. The window frame turns into an enclosed
background and may have decorative patterns on it. The whole picture is thus a flat surface of
two-dimensions with the object embodying only a very limited ascending third dimension that
is very similar to a lacquer or a wood relief carving. This effect can be seen in my painting
Black Face (illus. 41).

D IAG RAM 5
This diagram is based on diagram 2. The difference is that the picture plane is moving
backwards to the same position o f the object B, leaving the object A to pop up in front o f the
viewer, embodying a strong ascending third dimension. Note that it will have no cast shadow
A showing in the painting because it is casting on the ground plane beyond the reach of the
viewer’s vision. On the other hand, the object B is floating half above the picture plane and
half beyond with its two cast shadows (B and C) and has both a receding third dimension and
a limited ascending third dimension showing.

DIAG RAM 6
This diagram shows how the Chinese lacquer work or relief carving can be viewed with
shifting perspective. If we assume the position o f the picture plane is on the surface o f the
carving, then we can see the object becomes a two-dimensional flat surface with a slightly
receding third dimension. Because the picture plane is very close to the background plane,
that receding third dimension is very limited especially when the carving is illuminated from
above and has small cast shadows on its rough surface.
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Light source A

Diagram 5.

Painting surface

If the picture plane is moving towards the position o f the background, the receding third
dimension will change into a limited ascending third dimension, as showing in diagram 7.
What is remarkable about this system (for example see a picture o f a Chinese Ching jade
carving, illus. 24) is that the consideration o f receding third dimension and ascending third
dimension simultaneously comes into play. The image’s structure had to convey two kinds of
third dimensions. One was a traditional Chinese shifting perspective similar to that of the
Chinese landscape painting (if in a case o f Renaissance painting it was a receding third
dimension) showing in the composition o f the work. The other was the ascending third
dimension, showing how to arrange layers o f different images according to their space
positions—with the nearest at the top (surface) and the most distanced at the bottom
(underneath). Because the whole thing was flat, there was not enough space (layers) for
everything, this arrangement must be very effective and volume must be kept compact. In my
opinion, it had a very limited ascending third dimension. Hence sometimes clouds could be
seen closer to the viewer (more accurately to the picture plane) than a human figure, but it still
suggested the clouds were further away than the figure.

D IAG R AM 1
This diagram can be used to explain some o f the Cubist oil painting that incorporated foreign
objects into flat canvas surface. Collage was formed by attaching foreign materials (ropes,
papers, etc.) onto the picture in combination (synthesis) with painted surfaces. Although the
works remained fragmented and flat, a limited ascending third dimension was introduced.
My work Descendants #4— Sculptural Painting (illus. 38) is such a construction identical to
the Cubist oil painting. This work is a kind o f Sculptural Painting—wood sculptures being
placed on top o f a painted background. It forms the basic notion o f my painting: a painting is
a flat surface with 3D objects on top o f it. When a light source comes above it, a cast shadow
of the sculptural object will appear on the flat painted surface (background) underneath the
object. Because the work is sometimes also a painting with painted cast shadows, the real cast
shadow and false cast shadow form the object’s ambiguous identities. However, in my other
paintings there are no actual 3D objects on the canvas, the object itself is a painted object.
Therefore, the cast shadow o f that object is a painted cast shadow.

In painting, structures that are even more complex can be achieved by exploring the rich
potentials o f this method o f mixing different systems o f space representation. It is the partial
and tilted background plane A in this diagram that makes its structure looks far more complex
than that o f the others. The object A, B, and C are identical in shape but different in space
appearance due to their different positions. The light source A makes the cast shadows o f all
these three objects different. Because the background plane A is incomplete, the object A has
no cast shadow showing within the picture frame and it pops up in front o f the viewer
embodying a strong ascending third dimension. Object B rests both on the top o f picture plane
and background plane A. It is floating half above the picture plane and half beyond with its
shadow casts on the top o f the picture plane and immediately underneath the object itself. It
has only a limited ascending third dimension. Object C is resting on an inclined background
plane A and has shadow C casts on the top o f the background plane A that is immediately
underneath the object itself. From this point o f view, it may have a limited ascending third
dimension. It is also behind the picture plane, therefore it is in the area o f receding third
dimension. This shows its space uncertainty and ambiguity. Moreover, object D is far away in
the area o f receding third dimension. The comparison between it and the object A is very
indeterminate. These complex visual effects can be seen in my painting Shifting Perspective
and Bodies #— Bardi Madonna (illus. 49).

DIAG RAM 9
This diagram shows the simple two-dimensional perspective system in Chinese painting as
well as the modernist western abstract painting and Photorealism. Here a painting is simply
viewed as a two-dimensional flat surface disregarding whatever images or perspective it
portrays. This is true with all paintings without three-dimensional objects sticking on top of
them. As I discussed early in relation to Photorealism, artists may “copy” photos exactly onto
the canvases with little regard o f the contents. The idea is that a painting is a painting, that is, a
flat surface filled with paint. How to copy, to fill this surface, is more important than what to
copy. This surface also can be filled with any collage o f ready-made images regardless o f their
social contents. In sum, to paint a picture is simply to “copy” whatever we “see or made” onto
a flat surface using the paint.
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This diagram comes from diagram 4. It shows how the background patterns change into
objects and the objects to background. Suppose a two-dimensional decorative or abstract
painting has no perspective, and its image (pattern) stays on the painting surface. Consequently
the background plane equals its picture plane, and there is no space between them. If we then
put a three-dimensional object on top o f the painting surface, as if it is hanging on top of the
background plane, we have a two-dimensional picture plane with a three-dimensional object
above it. This object would show an ascending third dimension and display a sculptural
volumetric character, while the background embodies a pictorial illusion o f the surrounding
space.
When the background patterns (ether decorative or abstract imagery) become alive (being
painted) over the top o f objects, the patterns themselves become objects and the objects
underneath them become backgrounds. At that moment there is another background created
beneath the objects. This phenomenon is described by Krauss as the fourfold visual field (The
Optical Unconscious 14).53 This effect can be seen in my work Descendants #1— Red
Environment (illus. 36). There are several contrasting aspects to the work, especially in the
relationship between the objects and background. Two techniques are integrated to narrate
various cultural characters. The objects in Descendants reflect the new high technology of
Western culture, while the red brocade used as the background reflects the traditional eastern
culture. The cultural interference is also represented by the flowers that come alive over the
top of the objects. Thus the background becomes object, object becomes background, and a
second background is created underneath, suggesting a diverse cultural environment.

A Visual Solution— Shadow Perspective
Painting and sculpture are but images,
Are merely shadows cast by outward things
On stone or canvas, having in themselves
No separate existence.
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (1807-82), U.S. poet.
The Shadow Perspective is the result o f the shifting perspective I explored in my paintings. It
is based on the notion of Sculptural Painting—that is to look at the painting as if it is a
53 See Chapter 1— The Western Vision, A Modernist Return, The Shifting Perspective o f Objects and
Background.

combination o f a painted two-dimensional background and three-dimensional objects sticking
onto its surface. Painting and sculpture are the two aspects manipulated in my sculptural
paintings. Painting is a branch o f the visual arts in which colour is applied to various surfaces
to create a representational or abstract picture or design. Meanwhile, sculpture (Latin sculpere,
“to carve”) is a three-dimensional art concerned with the formation and organisation o f masses
and volumes. These two types o f art forms, painting and sculpture, have been combined in the
traditional Chinese relief carving which can be said was the precedent o f my sculptural
painting.
The importance attached to depth as a pictorial element is highly valued in my art, because
depth is used as a tool to enhance the poetic quality o f a painting. In producing these paintings,
I am interested in the rendering o f three-dimensional space, but also the concern in painting is
for surface relationships, the pure decorative elegance. In my work, the spatial relationships
are of great importance, but are comparatively elementary, a diffused perspective. In
representing depth, the distance is only suggested. The figures, having their volumetric
character, are contained within cogent spatial void areas, which is accomplished by
emphasising the distinctness o f the background plane and by placing decorative flowers in the
front o f the scene as reference points. I represent the background in flat colour and pattern to
formulate a conceptual idea of space, which was depicted as an ambiguous background that
normally does not extend beyond the picture plane. However, in some circumstances it does
extend beyond or even above the painting surface.
While engaged in exploring the full potential of rendering space and volume to create a
comprehensive perspective system, this method is not mathematical and is not devised as an
exercise in abstract geometrical rationality. Rather, it serves aesthetic and symbolic purposes.
It allows for the clear presentation of the space ambiguity resulting in the rendering of the
effects o f light and cast shadow.
My images thus are made up o f two parts: the objects (figures) on the top o f their background
(the painting surface). In the painting the objects have the illusion that they are simultaneously
inside space, and on the top of, or even above the painting surface. Likewise, the background
patterns have the illusion that they are both the patterns on the painting surface and the objects
inside space. This is achieved by creating a conceptual cast shadow along with the objects. In
these paintings, the objects (figures) have two cast shadows. One is the traditional shadow
casting on the ground, suggesting the position of the object beyond painting surface (inside the
receding third dimensional space). The other is a created conceptual shadow casting on the top
of the flat surface (or picture plane) and beside the object, suggesting the position o f the

object on or above the top o f the painting surface. Thus, by changing the characteristic result
of the cast shadows o f the objects I created a double character o f the spatiality o f the
painting’s objects and their background. The ambiguous spatiality is made up o f recognisable
common readings o f individual elements in conjunction with their contradicting occupation of
the level o f the space. This provides viewers with the possibility to switch their perception
between the different readings. In doing so they become entangled in the puzzle, with
something real that is not possible. The manipulation o f the perceptional readings provides the
elements o f the painting with a flatness along with extra dimension or depth (either receding or
ascending third dimension), and a spatiality with ambiguity. This extends and develops the
idea that a painting is either a representation o f three-dimensional perspective (the traditional
notion of a painting), or a purely two-dimensional surface structure without perspective
(abstract painting). I establish my visual language through the manipulation of the image’s
interrelationship with its environment. This visual language is crucial in dealing with the body
image, and the manipulation o f spatial structures becomes an aesthetic statement of my
artwork.

John Updike said, “We live down here among shadows, shadows among shadows”.54 As an
object, the body image includes its cast shadow. Cast shadow is thus becoming an important
part o f the body image, a reference point for the body, and a tool to explain the status o f the
body. Li Bai’s poem Drinking Alone under Moonlight (172-3) reinforced this assumption.
However, cast shadow had been ignored by Chinese painters, because firstly, they regarded
cast shadow as transitory and insignificant. Secondly, the shifting perspective did not permit
cast shadow to have its fixed position. In my painting, however, different ways o f cast shadow
are the results o f shifting perspectives, are the different ways to depict space and body.55 We
can change our background by projecting shadows (images) differently. To some extent,
background is controlled by the cast shadow o f the body. The background also controls the
cast shadow o f the body, and thus controls the whole body image. Body image itself is not
complete and we can judge the body by its cast shadow to see its social status. A new way of
thinking the body is to watch its shadow or shadows. Every body has a shadow, and some
bodies have a double shadow, a double and ambiguous identity.

54 John Updike (b. 1932), U.S. author, critic. “The Statesman Buchanan,” in Buchanan Dying, act 1
(1974).
55 My painting is thus a combination o f west and east art.

Hence, this is my viewing system that can be called a shadow perspective— a perspective that
is determined by the cast shadows o f the objects. An object represented in a painting’s two
dimensions, width and height, may give the impression o f having depth as well. This
impression is an optical illusion, an imitation o f certain visual phenomena. The factors
affecting depth are largely variable. An object in the space is represented by its outline, areas
o f light and shade, colour and cast shadow. This last consideration is the most defined aspect
o f space in my work. The effect o f light upon the position o f the cast shadow constitutes the
position o f the object in the space. The different positions o f the cast shadows show the
relationship between objects and their background. The observer combines what is known
with what is observed, and with reasoning the position o f objects within a scene may be
cogently and accurately rendered.
The great appeal o f this shadow perspective system is that it enables me to present an
assemblage o f divergent perspective systems to produce an incomplete and irrational
microcosm o f the universe. Where different forms could be shown together without
mathematical exactitude in relation to their surroundings. Since my depicted scene is not
intended to convey universal truth, but only a few aspects o f that truth, it is incumbent upon
me to indicate that space continued infinitely beyond the pictured scene. My painting thus
becomes the reflection o f a universal truth, which is only partially completed to achieve an
illusion o f depth and volume.
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Our bodies are maps o f power and identity.
Donna Haraway (222).
In Chapter 1-3, I described shifting perspective as a method o f space rendering in different
cultures by examining multiple perspective systems in western, Chinese and my art. The
emphasis was on the bodies and their shifting spatial perspectives in paintings and sculptures.
In this chapter, I will discuss shifting perspective to be used as a metaphor for changing
philosophical, technological, social, sexual and emotional viewpoints. Here these social shifts
are meaningful to me only if they can be transformed into new visual languages in my
paintings. Therefore, the discussion in this part is not a grand world-view, nor my political
statement (I do not promote specific social or moral agendas when making art), but a
metaphor for my creative imagination. I attempt to use theoretical concerns to underpin my
practice o f formulating a new body image.56
This chapter explains shifting perspectives being used as the metaphors to represent the
changing views o f the body in five aspects. First, from the philosophical viewpoint, the
perspective has been shifted from biological bodies to cultural bodies. Second, from the
technological viewpoint, the perspective has been shifted from the organic body to the
mechanical body. Third, from a social viewpoint, the perspective has been shifted from
corporeal bodies to psychical bodies. Fourth, from a gender viewpoint, the perspective has
been shifted among different sexual bodies. Finally, from an emotional viewpoint, the
perspective has been shifted from bodies with a clear identity to depersonalised bodies.
My painting Descendant Bodies # 1-3 (illus. 42-44) is an artistic version o f reconstructing the
shifted body image: a condensed image o f both creative imagination and material reality. This
is done by outlining the development o f philosophical body thinking; the body’s kinship with
56 The relationship of the methods in Chapter 1-3 and the metaphors in this Chapter is shown in
Diagram 11: Ihe System o f Shifting Perspective and the Body in Conclusion— The Postmodern
Shifting Perspectives and the Body.

the mind; the psycho-determination o f the body and social extension; the body’s relation to
space; the body and its social inscription; the body’s multiplicity and energetic intensities. I
will not so much explain the psychoanalytic, neurological, phenomenological and
philosophical analyses o f the body as to emphasise the “findings” from the theories to validate
my art practice. To assist my search for terms o f expressing concerns about the ever-changing
body image, the metaphors used in this chapter to describe the body are simply a few o f the
many by which body images can be conceptualised. These ideas o f the body can be
reinscribed and revised at different times, and are capable o f being represented in many
different metaphors, metaphors that may grant artists more potential for reconfiguring the
body. These terms (metaphors) may remain problematic or contradictory, nevertheless provide
opportunities for the formulation o f new art forms. They can be used as a symptomatic
expression instead o f a truthful depiction o f the body phenomena. The adoption of the
“findings” is dependent upon their capacity to be translated into visual language. Therefore, it
is a process o f transforming the body, transforming the rewriting o f the body to the repainting
the body, from the theory to the practice.

From Biological to Cultural
Many innovative thinkers about the body (such as Nietzsche and Grosz) have explored and
analysed various accounts o f corporeality and its relation to subjectivity and the body image.
They have produced critical insights about refiguring the body image in relation to the everchanging social environment. Their works present a useful framework for me to deal with the
issue o f the shifting perspectives o f the body.
The philosophical perspective o f the body has been shifted greatly in the postmodern era. As
Australian theorist Elizabeth Grosz discusses in her book Volatile Bodies, the history of
philosophical thinking about the body—from Plato, Aristotle, Descartes to Spinoza—is based
on dualism and monism. Dualism, as the mainstream conception o f the body throughout
history, believes that body and mind are two exclusive types o f “thing” which constitute nature
and subjectivity. Dualism places the mind in the centre o f philosophical discourse and the
body in a socially subordinated position (vii).
The contemporary critical inquiry about the body objects to the notions o f dualism. Grosz
identifies essential issues: to remove the centralisation o f the mind, the interior o f the subject
through a reconfiguration o f the body to find other ways o f understanding corporeality,
sexuality, and subjectivity. A shifted perspective o f body thinking as an inversion o f dualism
explains all the effects o f depth and interiority by the inscriptions and conversions o f the

subject’s corporeal surface. It grants the body the centrality and the total explanatory power of
mind (vii). Under this new concept, the prevailing presumptions o f the body, its naturalness,
biological and pre-cultural status are thoroughly abandoned. Because these inscriptions are no
longer applicable to us due to the changes in social environment, body is now viewed as a
culturally, racially, sexually specific body, a cultural production, not a “real”, material body.
The “nature” o f the human body is shifted to an organic or ontological “incompleteness” or
lack o f finality, which is the amenability to social completion, social ordering and organisation
(Grosz x-xi).
Artists can utilise these forceful theoretical insights as a broad methodological framework to
re-evaluate the body image without dualism. My serial paintings Descendant Bodies #1-3
(illus. 42-44) embody this shifted approach to portraying the human body and its mind. In
ways in which the human body is no longer seen as a sacred, natural and complete body, a
container for the soul. Descendant Bodies is not the heir o f dualism but the offspring o f the
marriage o f the new theoretical perspective and of artistic imagination. It is the postmodern
body image.
In this respect, my Descendant Bodies is about how to mix and recreate different body images,
that is, how to “shift” between different perspectives and to “repaint” the body in a dissimilar
way. It is an artistic version of the re-crafted body image based on the ideas o f various
theoretical works. The painting contains many body images that are shifted away from the
ancestral assumption o f the body to the lateral practice o f rethinking the body. Descendant
Bodies is an inversion o f the traditional binary body simulation. The work reinvestigates the
relationship between subjectivity and corporeality, and explores the artist’s shifted imagination
o f the delineation o f the body image. The work creates a perception o f human nature through
the characterisation o f the new body image. The image in the Descendant Bodies is created out
o f the prototypes found in human bodily parts, organic objects as well as inorganic,
mechanical forms. These forms are convened into a meaningful association to create a
configuration injected with new social perspective and significance.

Human Versus Machine
In the postmodern world, the technological perspective o f human bodies is constantly shifting.
According to Donna Haraway, communications technology and biotechnology are the crucial
tools changing our bodily perspectives. Technologies and scientific discourses can be
somewhat understood as processes for formalising our body positions, and can also be viewed

as instruments for enforcing meanings. These tools embody and enforce new and shifted
social relations for human beings world-wide (205).
To this point Haraway would have us believe the perspective boundary is permeable between
human and machine, tool and myth, instrument and concept. From the historical perspective,
humans have been using machines to extend the human body, and machines are enlarged
versions o f the human body. Machines could be animated to acquire ghostly souls to speak or
move. Or sometime organisms could be mechanised—reduced to mechanical bodies presumed
to be used as a resource o f the brain.57 Now these machine/organism relationships are
obsolete, unnecessary and shifting. Machines are no longer only the physical extension or
mechanical replacement but are part o f our bodies. “For us, in imagination and in other
practice, machines can be prosthetic devices, intimate components, friendly selves” (205-223).
Under such conditions, high-tech plays a vital role to make us shift our vision o f the
human/machine relationship. Tools like computer devices are so important in our social
interactions that we tend to realise that human beings may become part o f subsystems in a
cybernetic world where people and machines possess equal status in the operations.
Thus Haraway attempts to add to such awareness o f the consequence that “our sense of
connection to our tools is heightened” (220). Not surprisingly, such considerations are also
among the purview o f Judy Annear’s response to the same issue:
The technological revolution also plays an important part. For those artists and theorists
who have access to computer-driven technologies, the impetus is to work with the logic of
the man-made machine in order to tweak and subvert it. ... [This] has brought the human
imagination to a new horizon. Here, the possibility o f changing the racial, sexual and
physical boundaries o f the body, and definitions o f what constitutes the individual [in the
West] through the computer screen, is causing what may be one o f the most radical shifts
in human existence (8 ).58
It might be helpful at this point to contrast Haraway’s and Annear’s theoretical responses to
the issue o f shifting our bodily perspectives with the more practical register o f Australian artist
Stelarc’s account o f his art practice as a typical example o f using high-technology to re-craft
57 As in the mechanisation of the human labour in modem industry where individual human bodies
became mechanical parts of a bigger machine controlled by a brain other than their own.
58 To changing the racial, sexual and physical identities of the body through the computer screen is the
idea expressed in my painting Shifting Perspectives and the Body #1— Double Screen See the
explanation of the painting in Social Inscription in Chapter 4— Bodies and Their Shifting Social
Perspectives. Also see The Changing Bodily Perspective in Chapter 2.

the human body. Stelarc’s Virtual Arm project, as Bill Seaman observes, posits a fascinating
poetic/philosophical vision related to the physical extension o f the body through computers,
visualisation systems, and robotics. This is to realise the notion o f removal and “replacement”
o f body parts by such bio-apparatus in order to extend the functions o f the body into a virtual
realm. In exploring robotics and Nano technology—where an extremely minute computer
might be injected into the body to extend the capacities and functions o f the body, the artist
formulates his notions concerning the human/machine/computer interface (360).
In an interview with Thomas, Stelarc characteristically insists upon the idea that he always
works in multimedia or multi-modal ways to broach boundary (381). Having clearly a strong
interest in bionics, the way bodily parts are surgically replaced, and the way in which the
human organism becomes part robot, Stelarc claims:
I saw prosthetic attachments and transplanted organs as evolutionary experiments in
modifying and redesigning the body. To me this meant re-defining our roles as human
beings. ... The body is no longer a container. The skin is not a barrier between internal,
private spaces and external, public spaces. The body is obsolete and hollow (388).
Feeling that there will be a hybridisation and a constant blurring between what is biological
and what is synthetic, Stelarc’s view that medical technology (cosmetic surgery) can re-shape
the body is extremely apt. He explains that colligens that are very much like the feel o f our
tissues are already developed, the answer o f what is real tissue and what is not is no longer
clear to us. The increasing miniaturisation and micro-miniaturisation o f technology lead to a
point where the symbiosis o f the body will no longer depend on its material substance but
simply on its scale. The human body can be re-colonised with micro-miniaturised machines to
expand its bacterial and viral population (390). Consequently, the body will be excessively
redesigned with modified internal structures and functions that will be reflected in the new
form o f the body. “We’re not going to mask these modifications with the humanised form
which we now have” (Stelarc 389).
In the end, it is not meaningful to talk about an individual any more. Stelarc concludes, “what
it means to be human is what it means to make artefacts, tools, instruments, computers. ...
Bodies will simply degenerate and disappear to be replaced by machines” (389).
Furthermore, this shifting technological perspective also sees machine and human making up
the coded body in the postmodern world. This is because the principle o f cybernetic culture is
that high-tech, including communications sciences and modem biologies, endeavours to
translate the entire complicated world into a universal coding system to deploy probabilistic,

statistical operation modes. Thus to reduce resistance and enforce instrumental control and “all
heterogeneity can be submitted to disassembly, reassembly, investment, and exchange”
(Haraway 205-206). Human beings like any other component or subsystem in cybernetic
culture also must be localised in a system architecture to enforce instrumental control.
Therefore no objects, spaces, or bodies are inviolate in themselves; “any component can be
interfaced with any other if the proper standard, the proper code, can be constructed for
processing signals in a common language” (Haraway 205).
Although I find this radically shifted perspective o f the human body somewhat inhuman and
alarming, it nevertheless provides me a useful tool to create new visual images. In the creation
o f my Descendants, technology also has a fundamental relationship to the bodies. Perception
is constantly shifting between mechanical visual perspective (“mechanical looking”) and
organic visual perspective (“animate looking”). The mechanical method o f visual perspectives
employed in the designing and crafting procedures ultimately determines the organic bodily
outlooks in my paintings.
The body image in my serial paintings o f Descendant Bodies #2 (illus. 43) is a creature with a
mechanical appearance, “a kind o f disassembled and reassembled, postmodern collective and
personal self’ (Haraway 205). My work creates icons from a scientific age by
correspondence—real but irrational associations between different objects and forms, parts
and wholes. A systematic technique is applied to disassemble Descendant bodies into basic
forms and reassemble them into a new whole whilst retaining the possibility o f reassembling
without an end. In this way, each Descendant is simultaneously part o f a whole co-operative
system and individual self.
Descendants are hand-painted body images with a machine-produced finish that enables me to
enjoy intense pleasure in mechanical skill. Descendants are postmodern mechanical animals
which have the qualities o f machine produced artefacts—small, clean, light and mobile.59
The objects in Descendants #1-4 (illus. 36-39) have been given marks o f “heads, eyes,
mouths, arms, legs and tails” which project an animate quality to fabricate the unidentifiable
biomorphic

bodies.

The

constructed

beings

thus

may

be

akin

to

the

insect/bird/fish/human/machine hybrids that can be extended indefinitely by inventing new
versions under the theme o f Descendants. The entire composition o f Descendants becomes a
much-manipulated reassembling o f some limited simple mechanical forms to trigger the
59

I employ my ivory carving skill to create the Descendant Bodies. The art of ivory carving is to
produce visual perception of an illusory image. It plays with the notion of reality and simulation, the
enormous possibility of human craftsmanship.

viewer’s vision. The strictly geometrical shapes thus have an ambiguous effect o f an
autonomous being.
If the shifting perspective o f the body/machine relationship is the key in producing the image
o f Descendant, to what extent then, is the way in which the original simple machine parts
selected are relevant to the messages contained in the final compositions? Here the
autonomous character o f the machine parts is significant in that they must be able to form
images having the appearance o f being animate. Although they are not obviously present in the
works, the anthropomorphic or animal references are introduced in the title to prompt the
viewer to develop a subtle sensation o f the animated being over the industrial reference. One
may argue that since the anthropomorphic or animal references are so veiled, one may not read
the work according to the artist’s intention. Here what is possible for an artist to do to create a
“future being’ (Descendants’) is not to produce something o f human imagination (which is
often limited and incredible like E.T.), but to produce things beyond human imagination. A
proper way is to find them in the natural, dehumanised forms to achieve a visual poetics of
surprising image that qualifies or even formulates the unpredictable future realities which it is
intended to portray.

Social Inscription
The Chinese traditional view of the body’s shifting social perspective could be explained by
the social function o f the screen. A screen set up a symbolic space determined by Chinese
social and political structure. A space defined by screens could be political, social, natural,
male, and feminine. These were represented in emperor space, male space and female space.

Em peror space:
“A screen has a ‘face’ and a ‘back’. So when it is set up, it not only divides an undifferentiated
space into two juxtaposed areas—that in front o f it and that behind it—but also qualifies these
two areas (Wu 10)”. The screen was versatile, but as an architectonic form, it always served
this basic role: in the palace, it surrounded the throne; in a household, it set off the reception
quarter; and in a bedroom, it maintained privacy. In all these cases, the screen transformed
space into places that were definable, manageable, and obtainable. The concept o f place was
thus political (Wu 11).60

60 This has been discussed in Chapter 2— The Chinese Dispersing Panorama.

28. Portrait o f Emperor Muzong o f the Ming. (1576-72). sixteenth-century, hanging scroll, ink
and colour on silk, 205.3 x 154.5 cm.

A screen set up a symbolic space determined by Chinese social and political structure. For
instance, in a Chinese emperor’s court ceremony, the Book o f Rites required in a formal
audience that an emperor face south. He must also situates himself in front o f a screen
decorated with symbols enhancing his authority over this place (illus. 28). To the emperor who
owned the screen, it was both an exterior object and an extension o f his body. The screen
encircled the ritual place: centre versus comer indicated civilisation versus barbarian tribes
(illus. 29). The screen was also part o f his body: like his own face that was showing to all the
people except himself during the ceremony. The emperor and screen thus merge into each
other (Wu 11-12).

Male space:
The social space o f the body set up by the screen also had its gender hierarchy. For example,
in a painting o f a Chinese artist Du Jin, Enjoying Antiques (illus. 7), the two screens
highlighted the gender hierarchy in a traditional Chinese household. The pictorial images of
the screens thus played their roles not only on a formal level to constrict space, but also
metaphorically to map out social, political and intellectual fields in a painting (Wu 24-26).
A male space depicted in a Chinese painting was the combination o f nature space and social
space. The painting’s image o f man with landscape was the self-imaging o f men’s “inner self’
(Wu 27). Apart from the concept Yuan (“distance presenting Tad"), the concept o f nature also
was o f paramount significance in traditional Chinese painting. In post-Han times, Taoist
philosophy started to challenge traditional Confucian morality. It claimed that free men should
turn their eyes and hearts to uninhabited nature. “Virtue” and “wisdom” should be
comprehended through private communication with the landscape. To them, mountains were
sacred and embodied divine wisdom and moral principles. Freedom was to merge one’s own
spirit into them, whether natural or painted scenery (Wu 137). Zong Bing (375-443) said, “I
strum my lute with such force because I want all the mountains to resound... ” (Soper 16).
The screen was the symbol to reflect a gentleman’s spiritual enlightenment. It not only helped
to contrast a man’s “interior” and “exterior” social spaces, but also provided an effective
means to juxtapose his “inner” and “outer” worlds. His “inner world” was projected on a
screen as a landscape that transcended the mortal world (Wu 134-35).
In the later development, as shown in a painting Scholar Taking His Ease (illus. 30), human
figures were totally withdrawn from the landscape screen to express an unspoiled nature—an
indication o f total freedom and enlightenment (Wu 138). The body thus merged into

29. Ma Hezhi (1130-1170). A Royal Ceremony, illustration o f the “Deer’s Call” in the Classic
of Poetry, twelfth-century, section o f ahandscroll, ink and colour on paper, 28 x 874 cm.

30. Above: Details o f Whiling Away the Summer (illus. 16). Below: Scholar Taking His Ease.
(?) fifteenth-century, short handscroll, ink and colour on paper, 34.1 x 51.7 cm.

landscape. A landscape screen was then transformed into a pictorial motif to facilitate
figurative representation to reintegrate natural and human (Wu 144-45).

Female space:
A feminine space was constructed in a Chinese painting by the women's image in the screen.
During the Chinese Sung dynasty, female images in painting began to change from political
and moral symbols to objects o f visual appreciation and sexual desire (Wu 95). Poetic
metaphors were used to help define a feminine space: wild geese, flying dragons, spring pines,
lotus, the sun and the moon. The paintings Screen o f Twelve Beauties (illus. 31) depicted a
place that was perceived, imagined, and represented as a woman (Wu 211). A feminine space
was an artificial world comprised o f landscape, vegetation, architecture, atmosphere, climate,
colour, fragrance, light and sound, as well as its human occupants and their activities. This was
the genre “beautiful woman painting” along with other genres o f the Chinese painting
(landscape, portraiture, flower and bird).
The space in women’s portraiture like Screen o f Twelve Beauties (illus. 31) was a typical
feminine space. The images in the painting— silk willow (tree: liu) strands, fluttering catkins
(tree), singing orioles and cicadas, cool shade and cast shadows, and fragrant ancient
books—induced a sense o f intimacy and privacy. In the painting, the image of a lonely
lovesick palace lady—a courtesan-concubine—showed an exaggerated femininity. Her body
as a Chinese feminine body embodied many cultural metaphors. Silk willow (the Chinese
name for this tree was liu) became a cultural metaphor for beautiful woman. They had
liuyao—willow branch waist; and liumei—willow leap eyebrows (Wu 205).
Such works were known as meiren hua (“beautiful woman’s painting”). Usually none o f them
smiled—a sign o f an inner suffering from “spring longing” for an absent lover (Wu 220). This
Chinese beauty represents a defeated culture and nation. Screen o f Twelve Beauties (illus. 31)
were paintings produced for the Mongolian emperor Yongzheng who at that time was the ruler
o f China. They fulfilled his private fantasy o f possessing beautiful Chinese woman and
exercising political power over the Chinese—a defeated alien and subordinated other (Wu
221). The essence o f femininity elegance in the paintings might be summarised by the Chinese
concept wen—refinement, elegance, delicacy, and beautification. The painting represented
Chinese culture by transforming it into a feminine space (Wu 219).

31. Screen o f Twelve Beauties, (details), between 1709 and 1723, hanging scrolls (originally
mounted on the twelve panels of a screen), ink and colour on silk, each 184 x 98 cm.

While the traditional Chinese culture used the screen to define the social perspective o f the
body, the western culture focuses on the body image itself as a social indication.
The philosophical analyses o f Grosz focus on the body as a social object to be sketched upon
by various institutional powers, and the social inscriptions o f the surface o f the body generate
the psychical interiority. This is the movement to shift the perspective from the outside in,
from corporeal body to psychical body (115-116).
Grosz proposes that Nietzsche, an important theorist o f corporeal inscription, has outlined the
procedures and powers that carve, mark, incise the body as historically decisive and
substantial (116). Nietzsche describes the body as an absolutely surface phenomenon: a
complicated, multifolded surface exhibiting incisions which produce the depth or the effects
of depth o f the psyche. The manipulation, alternation and inscription o f the surface generate
the interiority. This is the reversion to the dualism metaphor (Grosz 116-117).
Similarly in many recent texts, as Grosz reveals, the body has been regarded as a writing
surface on which meanings are inscribed:
This metaphorics o f body writing posits the body, and particularly its epidermic
surface, muscular—skeletal frame, ligaments, joints, blood vessels, and internal
organs as corporeal surfaces, the blank page on which engraving, graffiti, tattooing, or
inscription can take place. ...(The body) ready to receive, bear, and transmit meanings,
messages, or signs, much like a system o f writing. ... the tools o f body
engraving—social, surgical, epistemic, disciplinary—all mark, indeed constitute,
bodies in culturally specific ways; the writing instruments—pen, stylus, spur, laser
beam, clothing, diet, exercise—function to incise the body’s blank page. These
writing tools use various inks with different degrees o f permanence, and they create
textual traces that are capable o f being written over, retraced, redefined, written in
contradictory ways, ... The messages or texts produced by this body writing construct
bodies as networks o f meaning and social significance, producing them as meaningful
and functional “subjects” within social ensembles (117).
Different pens are used to produce different texts: judicial, medical, pedagogical, and
economic inscriptions (Grosz 117). For example, Dutton in his book The Perfectible Body
describes the shaving o f body-hair as a way o f formulating the body image:
The shaving o f the whole or parts o f the body has been practised in human societies
since primitive times, sharpened stones having originally been used as a form of

32. Botticelli. Madonna enthroned with St John the Baptist and St John the Evangelist (Bardi
Madonna!. 185 x 180 cm.

neolithic razor. The practice has possessed various kinds o f significance—religious,
political, social or sexual—from one culture to another. In ancient Egypt, both men
and women commonly shaved their heads and bodies, possibly as a matter of hygiene;
in ancient Greece, the athletes who appeared naked in the gymnasium or arena were
known to go so far as to shave (or pluck out) their pubic hair. In contemporary
Western society, certain parts o f the body only (the face for men, the legs and
underarm for women) are commonly shaved. The wearing o f a beard is more frequent
amongst certain male groups—academics and students, for instance—-just as unshaven
legs among women may be a social sign o f feminism. The shaving o f the head has
often been required by authorities as a mark o f submission: prisoners o f war have had
their heads shaved to humiliate them, and men and women who join religious orders
have traditionally received the tonsure as a sign o f humility and devotion (304).

Apart from the social inscription o f the body, the contemporary thinking dealing with racial
differences o f the body is also crucial in formulating a new body image: a body that has the
power o f expressing racial specification. The Descendant Bodies #2 (illus. 43) paints the body
in colours, to explore the racial specification o f the body.
An artistic pen is used to reproduce the artistic body inscriptions in my other work—a single
large painting Shifting Perspectives and the Body (illus. 47). This large painting becomes the
climax o f my work that mixes all the different images by using shifting perspectives. It is a
replication o f the bodies full of social and cultural inscriptions and ambivalence. Many aspects
of my study are mixed up in this large 5-panel painting (240 x 900 cm). This painting is based
on various visual sources. They include the classic Chinese painting Night Entertainment of
Han Xizai (illus. 10-12), works by Botticelli Madonna Enthroned with St John the Baptist and
St John the Evangelist (Bardi Madonna! (illus. 32),61 and my work Human Conflicts (illus.
33).62

61 Botticelli’s painting Bardi Madonna (illus. 32) depicts the Madonna, the Virgin Mary, the mother of
Jesus and the principal saint of many Christian churches, enthroned with St John the Baptist (who
conducts a religious sacrament marked by the symbolic use of water and resulting in admission of the
recipient into the community of Christians) and St John the Evangelist (author of the four New
Testament gospel books or Protestant preacher or missionary).
62 My painting Human Conflict (illus. 33) consists of images of people fighting with each other in the
battlefield, behaviour in a postmodern environment that exercises an obsessive fascination over me. In
the painting people are portrayed struggling to perform in the sports ground as well as in the social
arena. But they lose their identities and are treated as visual elements in my painting— lines, shapes and
colours— for a new composition.

33. Fan Dongwang. Human Conflict. 1995. Acrylic on canvas, 135 x 205 cm.

In Double Screen (illus. 48), there is a traditional Chinese screen and a computer screen. These
are effective visual devices to display images imported from other spaces, and to help viewers
to shift their perspectives from place to place, reality to art, and to construct spaces
accordingly. In front o f the screens, St John the Baptist and a child dressed like St John the
Evangelist are watching the Australia Rugby players fighting against Mao’s Red Guards, a
seriousness versus absurdity.
In Bardi Madonna (illus. 49), Botticelli’s figures are missing, leaving three “windows” open to
a scene o f body struggle. Windows are thus metapictures that referred to itself: pictures that
are used to show what a picture is. The image (body struggle) painted on the window screen
always struggled to achieve its independence as an optical illusion; while a screen’s frame (the
outline o f Botticelli’s figure) always destroyed such illusion. This visual ambiguity contributes
to the ambivalence o f the body identity.
In March (illus. 50), a giant machinery figure thrusts out o f a Chinese wall painting o f many
ambiguous Long Marches—from Mao’s revolution to Deng’s capitalisation, from Anzac
Parade to Mardi Gars. All under the banner o f shifting perspectives.
In Performance (illus. 51), the anxious Chinese/Japanese tourists come to the Opera House in
Sydney to observe an old-fashioned feminist woman's band celebrating the downturn o f a
religious figure who is holding a female baby in his arm in a Chinese interior. This is a
performance o f identity in an ambiguous space and time.
In Discourse (illus. 52), a soldier o f People’s Army is talking to Madonna about dubious
political and religious devotion, while others are watching a fierce wrestling between two
bodies and their three heads overshadowed by a large Descendant.
All these ambiguous images have nevertheless achieved a visual solution: a synthesis of
cultural differences created by a new system o f shifting perspecti ves.
The transformation o f the source into my painting’s image is important as well as the selection
o f the subject. I use shifting perspectives as method (sculptural painting) to analysis different
art styles while using shifting perspectives as metaphors to convey different cultural aspects.
The environment (or the association o f the forms) determines the concept o f the object. The
painting shows a series o f mannerisms and conventions o f shifting perspectives that serve in a
way to impose a hidden order upon surface chaos to achieve a visual poetic.

The Gender Inquest
In my work the perspective o f gender identity o f human figures is shifted and ambiguous
because the knowledge o f gender identity is socially constructed and undetermined. Australian
writer Leigh Raymond explains that the notion o f defining gender identity comes from the
notion o f “closet”— “a cultural space as well as a psychological space: a space o f ignorance or
repression”. A person can have different gender identity inside the “closet”. Such a “closet” is
used by homosexual people to protect themselves from homophobia and heterosexism. The
use o f “closet” is very similar to that o f screen, they both are an architectural form for defining
or shielding a space. The perspective thus can be shifted “in” or “out” o f the “closet”, or “in
front” or “behind” the screen.
Raymond further states that the definition (or perspective) o f gender identity is dependant on
two facts. One, the perspective or attitude o f the person who is making the definition towards
gender identity; two, the interpretation they have o f the nature o f the sexuality in the “closet”.
This means that there is not one but many definitions (or perspectives) o f sexuality. The issue
becomes problematic when Raymond proposes that heterosexual people and homosexual
people have different definitions o f what constitute private and public, normal and abnormal
sexuality. “The boundary between the heterosexuality and homosexuality, between private and
public in each o f those gender constructions is shifting, changing, mobile and being contested”
(Raymond 1995). Therefore, we can not fix the perspective o f sexuality that is controversial
and shifting in relation to the political world as well as the art world. That is why, artists
sometimes use artworks to suggest their ambiguous sexual orientation, as the artwork itself is a
perfect “closet” or screen to hide or expose the sexual enigma.
The shifting perspective of postmodemity sees human nature not as unitary, stable and
absolute, but provisional, contingent, temporary, and relative. Post-structuralism as antiessentialism deconstructs the binary pair o f sexuality and favours a second term o f the binary
oppositions: female and body. That is because it no longer sees body (female) being
subordinated to the mind (male) as the traditional “white male” humanism did (Grosz vii).
My two paintings After Botticelli #1-2 (illus. 45-46) address the issue o f shifting gender
perspective. Botticelli’s painting o f Pallas and the Centaur (illus. 3) shows a triumphant
woman’s image capturing a male half animal, half human being. This connotation has been
played out in my serial painting After Botticelli to explore the fluid gender specification of the
body. My work indicates that today’s gender perspective is shifting: all gender differences are
becoming mixed and need careful reconsideration and reconstruction. This is represented in

the painting by the displacement o f the male and female head and body. Each work combines
to represent heterosexuality, homosexuality, transexuality and the conflicts among them.
Because o f the problem of defining gender, some artist and theorists propose to shift the
perspective away from the gender paradox. Haraway describes cyborgs as not being made of
mud and unable to dream o f returning to dust, and which would not recognise the Garden of
Eden, as they have no roots in the past—organic, industrial society. The cyborgs are creatures
in a post-gender world without bisexuality, they have no origin story in the Western sense.
They are an ultimate self united at last from all dependency, a man in space, and are
descendants o f the informatics age (192).
Presumably, Stelarc also recommends the dictum contained in Haraway’s theory that sees the
cyborg as a metaphor to transform the traditional role o f women in society. They both view
tilings from a human standpoint. To them, what is intriguing is not the politics o f classification
but the potentials o f the cybernetic relationship which substitutes in every human being
regardless o f his/her gender difference. The human/machine interface is more stimulating than
male/female intercourse. Hence, there is no more value now to remain human with sexual
forms and their peculiar functions (Stelarc 392).
Stelarc comments upon the implications o f general concern in his work about what it means to
be human, what it means to exist beyond being this person, this sex, which has no focus on the
individual. Additionally, he further proposes the importance of not looking at redesigning the
body as a gendered social construction, but seeing it in the cybernetic world perspective
without gender specification (393).

Pure Screen and the Body without Organs
The Chinese body’s shifting emotional perspective was exemplified by the pure screen in a
traditional Chinese painting A Study by Old Trees (illus. 34). A pure screen was a screen
without any surface signs, painting or calligraphy. Bo Juyi in ninth century explored in his
poem The Pure Screen (Wu 177):
I built a thatched hut under Incense Burner Peak;
I placed two screens beside the east and west walls.
Every night, they send the moonlight into my room;
Every morning, they surround me like white clouds.
Long have I cultivated a noble spirit;
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34. Wen Zhengming (1470-1559), A Study by Old Trees, before 1534, hanging scroll, ink on
paper, 52.4 x 31.3 cm.

Inner and outer, my heart and you, the screen, reflect each other’s brilliance.
Oh, my screens, do you see that in the palace and the houses o f great lords,
Screens are made o f embroidered silk.
Those are decorated with chains o f jewels, inlaid with mother-of-pearl, with shining
mica sheets attached.
Those are embellished with five metals and the Seven Treasures, which mingle
together and reflect one another.
The eyes o f the rich are only delighted by such screens;
They can sleep peacefully only when surrounded by them.
But my pure screens—Oh, my screens—
Isn ’t it that things have their own nature and use?
You have nothing but wooden bones and a paper face,
Where can you stay but my thatched hut?
Bo Juyi’s white pure screen did not hold any images on it but became his anthropomorphy or
soul mate. His noble spirit was reflected in the plain and white humble screen that echoed
moonlight and clouds—both symbols o f Nature and purity (Wu 178). The perspectives of the
screens were shifted away from populous imagery like landscape and beautiful women to
empty white surface, and thus were dispassionate and depersonalised to represent new bodily
emotion. The screen’s white surface here signified not emptiness but something intensely
illusive, and has the function identical to Deleuze and Guattari’s BwO (“the Body without
Organs”), which was also evident in Eva Hesse’s work.

Before clarifying the BwO, Krauss in the chapter 6 o f Optical Unconcious describs how Hesse
was aware the dilemma o f a painting, but she wanted to challenge it within its perimeter.
Hesse refused to leave the territory o f painting. Hesse adhered to painting, to its problematic,
which is that o f the vertical field: bounded, image-filled, wall-oriented, the vehicle o f “frontoparallel” address. Though fixated on the pictorial, she agitated at painting’s limitations and
wanted to change its rules in the most subversive way possible. When she lifted the imagery of
her painting into the realm o f bas-relief, she was not headed into the three dimensions o f the
world o f sculpture. She had not simply walked out of painting’s discursive space and slammed
the door, She had not become a sculptor, as so many o f her critics supposed (313-314).
Hesse’s work Hang Up (illus. 35) is such an example. It is an enormous empty picture frame
that sits on the wall representing the site o f painting declared and defied at the same time. A
very thin, strong, but easily bent rod comes out o f that frame, something and yet nothing. The

35. Eva Hesse. Hang U p. 1966.Acrylic on cloth over wood; acrylic on cord over steel
tube, 72 x 84 x 78 inches.

colours on the frame were carefully gradated from light to dark. She was able to make light a
medium o f sculpture (Krauss The Optical Unconscious 313-314).63 Nevertheless “she had
reassociated them with painting and with the problematic o f two dimensions, not three”:
This knowledge is projected within the vertical domain o f painting; it is suspended, it
is airborne, it is optically displayed. And yet the knowledge itself is understood as
transgressive. Hesse's complicity is here at work in the most corrosive o f ways,
burrowing from within the pictorial paradigm to attack its very foundations (Krauss
The Optical Unconscious 3141.
During the spring o f 1965, Hesse's work had been changing, projecting outward from the
picture plane into a kind o f low relief built up o f papier-mache, plaster, rope, and sometimes
metal.64
On a white maisonette board that announces the ground or plane o f the relief there
swarms a strange assemblage o f tubes and porcelain connective sockets, forming a
series o f aberrant machines hooked, daisy-chain-like, one to the other, all o f them
clinging precariously to the blankness o f the flat surface (Krauss The Optical
Unconscious 315).
For Hesse, painting has now become what Deleuze and Guattari were soon to define as “the
body without organs” (Krauss The Optical Unconscious 315). Paintings or objects appeared
similar to the “white and empty” pure screen.
The BwO signifies an emotional body. The emotional perspective o f the western body today is
also shifting away from humanism to postmodernism to become dispassionate and
depersonalised. The Deleuze and Guattari’s idea o f the BwO, the dispassionate body, is
further expressed by Grosz. She sees the body as elements or fragments o f a “desiring
machine”: desire that does not bear indelible multiplicity but searches ever-changing
alignments, linkages, and connections to build new things (168). The body is no longer a
unified and unifying organism, an either biologically or psychically centred organism. Grosz,
following Deleuze and Guattari, called it “the Body without Organs”, the BwO (168). The
notion o f the BwO illustrates Deleuze and Guattari’s attempt to denaturalise human bodies in
relation to other bodies or things. Deleuze and Guattari claims, “... all things, regardless of

63 Hesse used light as a medium of sculpture. My sculptural painting also emphasises the importance of
light source affecting the cast shadow of the object. See Diagram 2 in Chapter 3.
64 Although both Hesse’s work and my work deal with the same concern of the pictorial paradigm, her
approach is towards “constructed 3D low relief’ while mine is “painted 2D low relief’.

cm.

their type, have the same ontological status, the BwO refers indistinguishably to human,
animal, textual, sociocultural, and physical bodies” (30).
All bodies (with their individual differences) have the BwO tendency, which in Deleuze and
Guattari’s definition is comparable to an egg: instead o f being composed o f three kinds of
substances, it is full o f an unimpeded fluid throughout. “The BwO is made in such a way that
it can be occupied, populated, only by intensities.... It is non-stratified, unformed, intense
matter”. What the BwO is against is not the organs but the organisation o f the organs named
the organism. The BwO is “the field o f immanence o f desire, the plane o f consistency specific
to desire” (Deleuze and Guattari 153-158).
For the BwO, pleasure is not something that can be fulfilled solely by a detour though pain;
but is something that must be delayed as long as possible to prevent it disturbing the
successive process o f desire. The masochist body (BwO) is looking for pain to fill it. It “uses
suffering as a way of constituting a body without organs and bringing forth a plane of
consistency o f desire” (Deleuze and Guattari 155).
Krauss also summarises the very idea adopted by Hesse in her work that a painting is “the
Body without Organs”, “the body without image” or “the body without form”. Deleuze and
Guattari have invented a term “deterritorialised” to describe the non-productive, formless
BwO (the Body without Organs) as the site o f inscription or recording, “it is the place through
which signs circulate in an effort to decode the flows o f desire, at the same time setting up the
illusion that they themselves are the agents o f production” (Krauss The Optical Unconscious
318).
Krauss proposes that these machines are always deployed in relation to the planarity and
verticality o f that territorial convention called painting:
The bounded, flattened plane o f painting, after all, functions like the mirror described
by Lacan, reflecting back to the subject the flattering picture o f Pragnanz, of the
organisation and order o f the good gestalt always there in potentia and, by means of
its reflection, always assuring the viewing subject a concomitant logical and visual
control. Hesse replaces this plane. In its stead, the implicit support o f her images is the
body without organs. Which is to say the plane has been redefined as the uncreated
body over which the process-machines o f her work swarm “as a lion’s mane swarms
with fleas” (Krauss The Optical Unconscious 319).

38. Fan Dongwang. Descendants #3— Sculptural Painting. 1996. Wood sculptures and acrylic
on canvas and board, 120 x 220 x 17 cm.

39. Fan Dongwang. Descendants #4— Black Shadows. 1996. Acrylic on canvas, 120 x 180
cm.

Hesse’s work is not the attempt to void the convention o f painting, with its forms tucked away
safely behind the plate glass o f the surface and cosseted within illusionistic space, by
producing these forms literally, in real space, thereby rendering painting itself obsolete
(Krauss 319). Hesse’s work sometimes was read by others as sculpture— "drawing in
space”— to bring her into the safe harbour o f a three-dimensionality that poses no problems
for painting, that ignores Hesse’s notion o f ”want[ing] to sometimes change the rules” (Krauss
The Optical Unconscious 320).
The rules o f painting are clear, as transparent as a diagram is to the logic o f its
relations as bounded as a frame is by the law o f exclusions that render it a terrain of
self-contained autonomy. We know this logic. We have seen its picture (Krauss The
Optical Unconscious 320).
By projecting the pictorial plane into real space, Hesse confronted it with a kind of
amorphousness, to show the threat that a body “suffers in being organised in no way at all”. It
lies behind the surface o f that mirror seemingly "pregnant" with its own gestalt. Krauss further
elucidates:
By being redefined as the body without organs, the convention called painting is
projected as a paranoid space incapable o f further articulation, a surface that merely
multiplies more and more attempts to decode desire, while all the time the machines
keep labouring in their parallel circuit, producing and intersecting flows (The Optical
Unconscious 320).
The Body without Organs signifies not emptiness but something illusive, which has the
function identical to that o f the white surface o f the pure screen presented in Chinese painting.
By comparison, my work Descendant Bodies #1 (Blue! (illus. 42) also delineates the Body
without Organs: it is full o f the empty body parts, the desiring bodily posture and the anguish
from the torture. I paint the head half-open and pure white, which looks not vacant but intense
and painful.

Apart from notion o f the Body without Organs, the neurophysiological analysis of the body
image by Schilder also shows that changes in the body image simultaneously become changes
at the level o f the body itself. This is just as corporeal changes are registered in changes in the
body image (142). The body image undergoes a major shift in the case o f organic or
psychological changes or disorders. The psyche may invest greater intensity in erotogenic

sites, making them the centre of libidinal attention (as a narcissist does). However, the psyche
may also change the libidinal attention to other bodily zones or simply refuse to invest
narcissistic libido in the body image (as hypochondria do). This hypochondriac process is
called depersonalisation. The depersonalised body is resulted from the subject losing interest
in the whole body or body parts, withdrawing libido from the privileged body zone or the
whole body, and isolating the specific body parts as if it is an unrelated body in the body
image. The subject also treats other bodies or the world as flat and disinterested. In this case
the body is regarded as an object without any interest at all, just the same as any other object in
the outside world (Schilder 142).
In my painting Descendant Bodies #1 (Blue) (illus. 42), the body parts have no libido
investment, no relevance to the “normal” human body. However, they are the depersonalised
objects that are just like plaster body parts, cool and inorganic, easy to reshape. All the objects
which come into contact with the body are part o f its image, and the boundaries which once
separated physical and psychical, organic and mechanical, public and private are ultimately
transgressed by the artist’s imagination. This work portrays an imaginative vision o f the body
world as a huge map o f the psyche. Between the lines and shapes o f this map, there are all
fragmented and decomposed body images. These aching and longing body parts together with
other organic and inorganic objects form an assemblage floating on an immense sea
surface— a space with no boundaries and depth, endlessly emerging and submerging,
shrinking and extending.

41. Fan Dongwang. Black Face. 1996. Acrylic on canvas, 180 x 146 cm.
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Thus my own project is not that o f writing a history o f perspective but rather, to
appropriate a title used by Machiavelli, a set o f “perspective stories," each o f which
aims at isolating one strand o f the intricate network within which the paradigm is
imbricated, trying to pursue it to its end, carefully noting points o f intersection as well
as boundary lines between discourses. ... Stories that address precisely painting's
claim to a new kind o f truth. Stories that in their variety, multiplicity, and difference
set out not so much to determine what perspectiva artificialis was in a historical sense
as to put it to work again, so to speak, in view o f achieving a fuller understanding,
from our retrospective viewpoint, o f how useful a resource it has been for thought,
now so intent upon being free o f it.
Hubert Damisch The Origin o f Perspective (xxiii-xxiv).
My thesis is a study o f shifting perspectives and the representation o f the body in art. This is
done in four steps. The first step is the Chapter 1. It contains a brief review o f the shifting
perspectives in western art from Egyptian to Renaissance. This is followed by a study o f the
modem one point linear perspective that was against shifting perspectives, the return o f
shifting perspectives in western modernist painting and the changing perspectives in the
postmodern Era. The second step in Chapter 2 is an investigation o f Chinese shifting
perspectives represented by the Double Screen as a device for changing viewpoints in Chinese
figurative painting. The Seven Viewing Methods is the aesthetics o f shifting perspectives in
Chinese landscape painting; and Sculptural Shifting Perspective in relief carving is the shifting
perspective in other Chinese art forms. Western perspectives are also embodied in
Contemporary Chinese art. The third step, in chapter 3, is to formulate Shadow Perspective as
my visual solution o f combining different perspectives. The above three chapters mainly
examine shifting perspectives as the methods o f art making. The final step is in Chapter 4 to
further discuss the philosophical, technological, social, gender and emotional shifting
perspectives o f the body as the metaphors o f my artworks.

Artist’s Perspective

Methods:
Looking Through
One Point Perspective
Multiple Point Perspective
Renaissance Perspectives
Seven Viewing Methods
Shifting Perspective
Shadow Perspective

_____ 3D Object/ Body_____
2D Pattern

Flowers
Collage of
Ready-made images

Cast Shadow
Real/Conceptual Shadows
Multiple Shadows
Dancing Shadow

Metaphors:
Figure/Not Figure
Descendant Body/Cyborg
Organic/Mechanical Body
Corporeal/Psychical Body
Cultural Body
Sexual/Non-Sexual Body
Humane/Depersonalised Body
Assembled Body
BwO/Desiring Body

Diagram 11. System o f shifting perspective and the body.
This diagram demonstrates the system o f the relationships o f all the critical concepts investigated in this
thesis—perspective methods in Chapter 1-3 and the philosophical, technological, social, sexual and emotional
metaphors in Chapter 4.

The relationship o f these concepts can be summarised by Diagram 11, which illustrates a
system o f using shifting perspective to look through and examine the ambiguous position of
the body in space that is indicated by its cast shadow. It is a multiple system—a system within
and outside other systems. In this complex o f systems, each element does not have a
permanent position but illusion of multiple placements. Things—objects, shadows, patterns,
frames, backgrounds and viewpoints can be split, alter, move, exchange and juxtapose.
Panofsky states that “Pictorial devices like perspective solve technical problems that arise
when previous devices are no longer considered effective. The evolution o f the repre
sentational devices is presented as a series o f resolutions o f conflict, o f ‘conquests’ (55)”. This
document is therefore a written interpretation o f my visual artwork— a practical and theoretical
investigation into the representations o f the body in space by shifting perspectives, which is
also about the artistic depiction o f how to mix the cultural difference in sculptural painting.
Looking at the results so far, the work creates an aesthetic symbol o f the body enigma—the
ambiguous perception o f human identity in relation to cultural, political and technological
environments, to nature and to sexual orientations—obtained only by shifting perspective.

The artworks documented here are the outcome o f my investigation into the method and
metaphor aspects o f shifting perspectives. The exercise forms an artistic patchwork, many
parts of which may not fit together easily, in different visual forms and theoretical concepts.
One needs not to “find” a perfect perspective that contains universal truth when one compares
different perspectives from different cultures. Berlin states that this is because “the values of
these cultures are different”, and “not all the supreme values pursued by mankind now and in
the past were necessarily compatible with one another:
... the succession o f human cultures—every society had, for him, its own vision of
reality, o f the world in which it lived, and o f itself and o f its relations to its own past,
to nature, to what it strove for. This vision o f a society is conveyed by everything that
its members do and think and feel-expressed and embodied in the kinds o f words, the
forms o f language that they use, the images, the metaphors, the forms o f worship, the
institutions that they generate, which embody and convey their image o f reality and of
their place in it; by which they live. These visions differ with each successive social
whole—each has its own gifts, values, modes o f creation, incommensurable with one
another: each must be understood in its own terms—understood, not necessarily
evaluated (50).

45. Fan Dongwang. After Botticelli (Pallas And The Centaur) #1 1996. Acrylic on canvas,
184 x 174 Cm.

46. Fan Dongwang. After Botticelli (Pallas And The Centaur) #2. 1997. Acrylic on canvas,
184 x 174 cm.
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There are many similarities between western and Chinese perspectives, but there also are many
incompatible “values” and “languages”. However, in stressing cultural differences, I do not
propose relativism, which is Panofsky’s position. He states that “Perspectivism” since the
Renaissance also means relativism. This relativism suggests a problem that is always framed
from a particular point o f view, and that no point o f view is intrinsically superior or more
reliable than any other (Wood 23). Berlin points out that relativism regards the gap between
different cultures as inevitable, while pluralism does not do so:
“I prefer coffee, you prefer champagne. We have different tastes. There is no more to
be said.” That is relativism. But Herder’s view, and Vico’s, is not that: it is what I
should describe as pluralism—that is, the conception that there are many different
ends that men may seek and still be fully rational, fully men, capable o f understanding
each other and sympathising and deriving light from each other, as we derive it from
reading Plato or the novels o f medieval Japan-worlds, outlooks, very remote from our
own. O f course, if we did not have any values in common with these distant figures,
each civilisation would be enclosed in its own impenetrable bubble, and we could not
understand

them

at

all;

this

is

what

Spengler’s

typology

amounts

to.

Intercommunication between cultures in time and space is only possible because what
makes men human is common to them, and acts as a bridge between them. But our
values are ours, and theirs are theirs. We are free to criticise the values o f other
cultures, to condemn them, but we cannot pretend not to understand them at all, or to
regard them simply as subjective, the products o f creatures in different circumstances
with different tastes from our own, which do not speak to us at all (52).
The study o f shifting perspectives should therefore enables members o f one culture to, by the
force o f imaginative insight, understand the values, the ideals, the forms o f the art o f another
culture or society, even those remote in time or space. “They may find these values
unacceptable, but if they open their minds sufficiently they can grasp how one might be a full
human being, with whom one could communicate, and at the same time live in the light of
values widely different from one’s own (Berlin 52)”.
My shifting perspective—the shadow perspective—is such a pluralism, which does not
abandon linear perspective in favour o f other ones. It not only juxtaposes different

47. Fan Dongwang. Shifting Perspectives and the Body. 1998. Acrylic on canvas, 244 x 900
cm, (Installation view o f my final exhibition Cultural Ambivalence at Wollongong City
Gallery in 1999, subtitles of each panel from left to right: 1. Double Screens, 2. Bardi
Madonna, 3. March, 4. Performance, 5. Discourse).

perspectives, but also integrates them into a whole, a synthesis that creates a new one-point
perspective by merging with many shifting perspectives.65

Shifting perspective has never been more appropriate than it is today, a postmodern time, with
its world perspective inherently shifting. Arguing against the liberal humanist idea that there is
one essentially unchanging, true human nature or identity, structuralism and post-structuralism
see body identity not as unitary, stable and absolute, but provisional, contingent, relational,
unpredictable, and fluid. It is perceived and organised by shifting perspectives, is socially
constructed and culturally diverse, and is under constant reconsideration and reconstruction.
As Barry argues in his discussions o f postmodern theory:
We construct instead an anti-essentialist, postmodernist concept o f identity as a series
o f masks, roles, and potentialities, a kind o f amalgam o f everything which is
provisional, contingent, and improvisatory (146).
This shifting perspective concerning the body identity may well reflect the state o f knowledge
in the postmodern era: everything is contradictory and sceptical. This can be explained by the
analysis o f the state o f language used in expressing the knowledge o f the world. In structuralist
terms, language constitutes our world, and meaning is attributed to the things by the human
mind to indicate a political position. There is “no neutral or objective’ alternative” available,
“no truth about these matters which exists securely outside language” (Barry 43-44). To view
the body identity in a fixed perspective is trying to say something that is impossible to say, as
Bany comments:
Such moments occur when, for example, there is implicit or explicit reference to the
unreliability or untrustworthiness o f language. It may involve, for instance, saying that
something is unsayable; or saying that it is impossible to utter or describe something
and then doing so; or saying that language inflates, or deflates, or misrepresents its
object, and then continuing to use it anyway (76).
Socially constructed body identity is not a biological fact o f nature, it is highly mobile and
fluid with poorly defined boundaries and definitions that can only be observed by different
people from shifted perspectives and situations. Therefore, my study o f shifting perspective
provides me with a useful overview o f the complexity and difficulty o f the issue. I attempt to
use these theoretical insights to underpin my art practice, and to assist my search for methods
65 See Diagram 11, The System o f Shifting Perspectives in Conclusion— The Postmodern Shifting

o f expressing concerns about the ever-changing perspective and the body identity. Panofsky
described such changing perspectives:
When work on certain artistic problems has advanced so far that further work in the
same direction, proceeding from the same premises, appears unlikely to bear fruit, the
result is often a great recoil, or perhaps better, a reversal o f direction. Such reversals,
which are often associated with a transfer o f artistic "leadership" to a new country or a
new genre, create the possibility o f erecting a new edifice out o f the rubble o f the old;
they do this precisely by abandoning what has already been achieved, that is, by
turning back to apparently more “primitive” modes o f representation. These reversals
lay the groundwork for a creative reengagement with older problems, precisely by
establishing a distance from those problems (47).
In my work questions o f perspective have resulted in an exciting voyage that enables me to
create a unique system o f space representation. This is a comprehensive system of ambiguous
space representation that incorporates many cultural differences and is used as a tool to
enhance the poetic quality o f my painting. However, my work is the product o f intense
fascination caused by the awareness that I have advanced into an area o f theoretical
complexity and artistic imagination. I regard having a critical and sceptical mind as essential
for producing artwork. Whether this has been a success remains for the viewer to judge.

So far, I have learned that viewers o f linear perspective put the world into a room with one
window open to it. They peeped through the window to the outside space, but never went into
that world. The modernist simplified that room into a wall with no windows but only
decorative objects. My art started here: I tried to reopen not a window but a hole—a doorway
allowed me to walk into that world. When the wall broke apart, I stood in front of it, as if an
astronaut opened a door on a spaceship, seeing an unknown universe appear. Although 1 could
only see through the broken door a very limited part, I was excited by simply the idea of
viewing it. Meanwhile I was afraid o f being lost if I took off to explore it. I was imagining
myself floating in this dark world with no platform to stand on, overwhelmed by the vast
amount o f images I had perceived, and horrified by the prospect o f my own destiny.
Therefore, before I embarked on this exploration, I rechecked my safety belt to make sure that
I could retreat to my starting point, the spaceship, whenever needed. Cautiously I started my
journey, using logic to build many small platforms to step on. With the link to the past as the

Perspectives and the Body.

safety belt, I finally made few steps: first, Descendants: second, Descendant bodies: third,
After Botticelli: and fourth, Shifting Perspectives and the Body. I went deeper and deeper. In
this open world, I found many sites full o f shadows left by early explorers: Chinese, Egyptian,
Renaissance, and Modernist artists. I cheerfully joined the postmodern tribe, using shifting
perspective as a space vessel to jump among various sites and spaces. I gathered many images
to form a new combination, and then viewed it from an unusual, distant and imaginary angle,
satisfied with the achievement so far. When exhausted by the intense visual experiences, I
temporarily returned to my starting point. Armed with all the new knowledge, I will soon start
my future journey in a new direction—to dance with my shadows!
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